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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Musically speaking, the twentieth century has been a

witness to the recrudescence of the most important basso os-

tinato forms of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries:

the chaconne and passaclia. Except for isolated examples

in the nineteenth century a hiatus of approximately one

hundred and fifty years has occurred since the forms fell

into disuse about the middle of the eighteenth century.

Today, however, even a cursory cross section of the chaconnes

and 2 assacaglias written during the past half-century would

yield over one hundred examples. The following, only repre-

sentative, list of twentieth century composers who have

utilized the forms gives an indication of the international

scope of an important trend: Samuel Barber, Alban Berg,

Ernest Bloch, Benjamin Britten, Aaron Copland, Luigi Dalla-

piccola, Norman Dello Joio, Ernst Dohnanyi, Paul Hindemith,

Art ur Honegger, Gian Francesco Malipiero, Frank Martin,

Douglas Moore, Riccardo Pick-Mangiagalli, Maurice.Ravel,

Arnold Schoenberg, Fumphrey Searle, Ralph Vaughan Williams,

William Valton and Anton Webern.

An important question to consider at this point is

what salient features of the two eighteenth century forms

1
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would be valid for the twentieth century? The following sum-

marization by Leon Stein may best answer the question.

The aesthetic-constructive principle of the
passacaglia is that of repetition, a repetition
which provides continuity, coherence, order and
symmetry. These elements become the more sought
after in order to compensate for the lack of that
organization which was previously provided by to-
nality and by the use of accepted and established
forms. .. *

Musical styles are based on aesthetic prin-
ciples derived from the following fundamental
concepts: the mathematical, the architectural, the
philosophical, the psychological, the poetic, the
dramatic. In the passacaglia form, the mathematical
and architectural are of paramount importance. .. .
From this standpoint, the revival of the form at
this time is a reflection of the architectonic ten-
dency which is likewise expressed in the theories
and practices.of Schoenberg, Schillinger and Hauer,
among others.

During the Baroque period the forms ". . . attracted the

attention of the organ and harpsichord composers, with whom

the construction of elaborate passacaglias and chaconnes be-

came a favourite exercise for contrapuntal skill." The

nature of the instrument itself may explain, partially, the

particular interest that composers for the organ have had in

the forms. With the advent of the twentieth century, how-

ever, it is doubtful that any other musical medium has contri-

buted more examples of the chaconne and passacaglia forms

than the organ.

Leon Stein, "The Passacaglia in the Twentieth Century,"
Music and Letters, XL (April, 1959), 152.

2 William Barclay Squire, "Passacaglia," Groves Dictionary
of Music and Musicians, 3rd ed., edited by H. 0. Colles (New
YOJrk, 193WT.
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The object of the present study is to determine the re-

lationship between twentieth century examples of the forms

and their prototypes in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies. Seventeen works by twentieth century composers were

chosen. Due to the lack of available information on many of

the current composers from the continental European countries,

the selection was limited to those composers from England,

Australia, Canada and the United States about whom biograph-

ical information was available and whose works were obtain-

able. A biographical sketch of each of the fifteen composers

is presented in the Appendix. Two of the authors, Leo Sowerby

and Healey Willan, are each represented by two works. Pre-

ceded by a summary of the genesis and development of the two

forms, Chapter II concludes with a discussion of their salient

characteristics. Chapter III contains the analyses of the

seventeen twentieth century examples based on the general fea-

tures enumerated in the second chapter. In the final chapter,

-owever, each of the characteristics is treated singly, an at-

tempt being made to draw conclusions from their relationship

to the body of twentieth century examples.

An effort to canvass the question concerning the differ-

ence between a chaconne and a passacaglia in depth is outside

the realm of the present study. Although many historians

have attempted to distinguish between the two, the projected

theories are often conflicting. Cedric Thorpe Davie maintains

that "all attempts to define the difference between passacaglia
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and chaconne are fruitless in the face of the somewhat indis-

criminate use of the terms by the composers themselves."

Hugo Leichtentritt sharesa similar view by stating ". . . the

difference between the passacaglia and chaconne - if there

really is any difference at all - has not yet been definitely

determined." A corroboration of the preceding statements may

be seen in the "Centro Partite sopra Passacaglia" from the

first book of Toccate DIIntavolatura by Frescobaldi, which

consistently alternates sections entitled Ciaconna and Passa-

caglia.

3 Cedric Thorpe Davie, Musical Structure and Design
(London, 1953), p. 119.

4Hugo Leichtentritt, Musical Form (Cambridge, 1951),
P. 83.



CHAPTER II

THE HISTORY OF THE CHACONNE AND PASSACAGLIA

In order to trace the origin of the chaconne and passa-

caglia, the much larger classification of basso ostinato, of

which the chaconne and passacaglia are two later examples,

must be considered. According to one authority, Lili Propper,

the earliest beginnings of the basso ostinato can be traced

back to the Middle Ages through the use of organ points exem-

plified in organum purum. A later and more developed use of

the basso ostinato can be discovered in the recurring basses

of the Montpellier Codex and the masses of the fifteenth

century. A freer manifestation of the idea can be found in

the reiterated bass motive of the familiar canon, Sumer is

icumen in.

The second quarter of the sixteenth century marks the

genesis of the instrumental variation technique; as a varii.

ation technique, the basso ostinato first appeared in
2

Spanish instrumental music. One of the earliest appearances

of the basso ostinato in instrumental music is found in the

Robert U. Nelson, The Technique of Variation (Berkeley
and Los Angeles, 19o2), pT.19, citing L-li Propper, Der Basso
ostinato als_ technisches and formbildendes Prinzip, pp.

Nelson, The Technique o' Variation, p. 3.
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celebrated work of Diego Ortiz, Tratado de glosas sobre

clausulas, published in 1553.3 Numerous musical examples

were included to be used as models for improvisation over

bassi ostinati, called recercadas. The "Italian tenors,"

as Ortiz called them, included the passamezzo antico,

passamezzo moderno, romanesca, folia, and ruggiero.4

The origin of three of the bassi ostinati can be traced

to the dance forms of the period. Around the middle of the

sixteenth century, the pavana, a stately court dance, was

replaced in Italy by the lighter and more lively passamezzo.5

The music of this dance was usually composed over one of two

ostinato basses: the passamezzo antico or the passamezzo

moderno. Similar to the passamezzo antico in structure are the

romanesca and the folia. Often the romanesca and the folia

appeared with a standard descant of their own, though on rare

occasions, these descants were used without the bass melody.

There appears to be a discrepancy concerning the identity

of the romanesca. Gustave Reese and Manfred Bukofzer8

Gustave Reese, Music in the Renaissance (New York, 1954),
p. 625.

4 Manfred F. Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era (New York,
1947), p. 4o.

5Curt Sachs, World History 2f the Dance (New York, 1963),
p. 357.

bReese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 524.

7Ibid.

Bukofzer, Music in the Baroqu Era, p. 40.
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include the romanesca among the five traditional ground bass

melodies of the sixteenth century. On the other hand, Willi

Apel and Curt Sachs are not in agreement. According to Apel,

the romanesca was a farnous melody., which appeared under the

name 0 guardame las vacas or Romanesca 0 guardame lasvacas,

as a theme for continuous variations. It ". . . belongs to

the category of soprano ostinato rather than basso ostinato

(ground) as it is usually interpreted."9  He further states

that the early passamezzos ". . . were written as Ivariations?

of a standard melody which occurs f irst in Spanish lute books

under the name of Guardame las vacas or Romanesca." Sachs

claims that the romanesca was the name of a particular popu-

lar galliard melody of the sixteenth century.

This is clearly seen from a passage in which Arbeau
speaks of a galliard melody and then continues;
?At Orleans when we performed the aubades, we
always played on our lu js and guitarist alliard
called the romanesque.t

The third basso ostinato having its origin in the dance

forms of the sixteenth century was the folia. Though origi-

nally a Portuguese dance, it was adopted and cultivated in

Spain from which it traveled to southern Europe, there be-

coining known as the folies dtEspagne. Outside of Spain,

(Willi Apel, "Romanesca," Harvard Dictar of music
( Cambridge , 196o ) .

10 Apel, "Passamezzo," Harvard Dictionary of Music.
11

Sachs, World History _f the Dance, p. 360.
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however, its basso ostinato melody became more popular than K

the dance itself.12 Melodies entitled folia have been found

dating from as early as 1577, and a majority of the folia

variations utilized the bass of one of these tunes,1 3 though

Paul Netti claims that the folia theme appeared still earlier

in the lute books around 1550. 1 Composers of the period who

used the folia bass were Bernardo Pasquini, 1637-1710 (Partite

diverse di follia for harpsichord),15 Alessandro Scarlatti,

lbbO-1725 (Variazioni sulla folia di Spana_ for harpsichord),1l

and J. FT. dtAnglebert, ca. 1028-1691, who utilized the theme

in a set of twenty-two variations for harpsichord.17 Some

folia variations incorporated the original melody as well as

the bass. Arcangelo Corellits Follia (Violone e Cimbalo) op.

5, number 12 (1700), is a later example of this usage.l8

The fifth ostinato bass in frequent use was theruggiero.

It has been expressed that very likely the title rluggiero

originally had reference to a popular song melody for which

1 2 Ibid., p. 413.

1 3 Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. 66.
l4 Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. 168, citing Paul

Nettl, 'Zwei spanische ostinato-themenV Zeitschrift fur
Musikwissenschaft, I (1918-1919), 694-698.

ISNelson, Th Techn of Variation, p. 69.

16
Ibid., p. 66.

17 Apel, "Folia," Harvard Dictionary of Music.
l8 Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. 67.
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the particular basso ostinato melody served as a bass.19 Ac-

cording to Apel, "t. .. in a collection of seventeenth century

laude, (Corona di sacre canzoni o laude spirituali . . . 1710),

a melody called Aria dell? Ortolano o Ruggieri is given which

fits perfectly with the famous bass melody."20  One of the

earliest appearances of a ruggiero composition occurs in the

Tratado de losas sobre clausulas of Diego Ortiz in 1553.2

Later examples include a set of keyboard variations by

Girolamo Frescobaldi (Partite 12 sopra l'Aria di Ruggiero,
22

1637) and a Canzon Ruggiero by Tarquinio Merula (1637).

Together these stock basses provided a repertory of five

traditional ground bass melodies commonly used in some sche-

matic fashion in sixteenth and seventeenth century instru-

mental music. According to Reese the stock basses were used

in the following manner:

For instance a breve . . . might be represented by
a shorter note at the beginning of a two-measure unit
and a semibreve by a shorter note at the beginning of
a single measure, with free material filling in the
gaps. Moreover, the direction of a melodic leap might
be changed, i. e., a descending fourth could be replaced
by an ascending fifth. Each procedure, obviously, tended
to obscure the melodic character of the basses, so that,

1 9 Apel, "Ruggiero," Harvard Dictionary of Music.

0 Ibid.

21
Ibid.

22
Ibid.
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23Fig. l--Traditional ground bass melodies

in effect, they often o perated chiefly as generators
of harmonic formulas.

In addition to the five bass ostinati mentioned by

Ortiz, there existed two other examples of the form that en-

joyed a more geographical popularity, the bergamask and the

English ground. The bergamask, originally a dance from the

Italian district of Bergamo, has been known since 1569.

Compositions based on the popular dance melody often appeared

in the literature for violin during the sixteenth and seven-
260

teenth centuries. Paul Nettl lists many bergamask melodies

23
Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, p. 41.

2LReese, Music in the Renaissance, p. 524.
25,__ _Sachs, World History of the Dance, p. 366.
26

Nelson, The T uechn of Variation, p. 67.
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from works of this period which are constructed over the

following bass,.2 7

Fig. 2.--Bergamask ground bass

Although its usage was confined primarily to Italy, the

bergamask harmonic scheme appears in a work by Samuel Scheidt,

Bergamask from the Lied und Tanzbearbeitungen.

I The english ground, as a particular variation type dating

from. the sixteenth century, was one of the few traditional

bassi ostinati melodies which did not have its origin in dance

music. Rather, it is frequently associated with improvi-

sation, ". . . the 'applied art' that forms one of the corner-

stones ofBaroque music. 29 According to van den Borren,

during the sixteenth century the term was used in reference

to two different types of composition: one in which the theme

was exchanged throughout the parts in the variations, the

other retaining the theme in the bass continually.30 Only

the latter, however, could be called a basso ostinato

27
Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. 67, citing Paul

Nettle, "Die Bergaraska, ZeitschriftTfur Musikwissenschaft,
V (1922-1923), 291-295.

2 8 Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. b7.
2 9 Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Era, p. 19 14.
30r

Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. b6, citing
Charles van den Borren, The Sour ces of Keyboard Tusic in
England, translated by J.~E. Matthew~~pP.Y217-22e.
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variation. During thE s eventeenth century the second type

gained d prece dence over the first, and by the time of John

Blow and Henry Purcell str ikingly individual basses are en.

countered,31 as shown in the following illustration.

Fig. 3--Purcell, ground bass

it is, perhaps, this originality that most clearly distin-

guishes the English ground from the other bassi ostinati types.

The art of improvising over bassi ostinati had been

canvassed during the sixteenth century by Diego Ortiz and

other writers on music, but by 1650, the art had declined on

the European continent. On the other hand, the practice

had survived in England. Three important printed works of the

period, The Division Violist by Christopher Simpson (1659),

Division Violin by John Playford (second edition, 1685), and

Playford's English Dancin Master (1650), all dealing, to

some extent, with improvising over grounds, give testimony

to the popularity of the practice. Simpsons work discusses

3 Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. 66.
3 Purcell, Ground, Suites, Lessons and Pieces for the

Harpsichord, edited by William Barclay SqTuire, Vol.III
(London, 1918), p.6.

3 3 Bukofzer, Music jn the BaroqueEra, p. 194. Ibid.

M

-Ad
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extensively the English practice known as divisions upon a

ground.35 Though a seventeenth and eighteenth century term

for figuration, the practice refers to the customary English

habit of employing an organist or harpsichordist to play a

ground over which a viol or flute player "having the said

ground before his eye, plays such a variety of descant or

division in concordance thereto as his skill and present in-

vention do then suggest unto him. " Although Simpson may

not have been aware of the origin or the names of some of the

ostinati qiuoted in The Division Violist, many of them had

their ancestry in the older romanesca and passamezzo group

of traditional bassi ostinati. 3 7

The two works by Playford, in addition, contain grounds

that can be traced back to the older continental bassi

ostinati. The Division Violin quotes grounds by Baltzar,

Mell, Banister, Simpson, and Farinel; the example by the lat-

ter composer became known by the misleading title of Farinelts

d, though it was none other than a folia.3 8

Around 1600 there appeared a pair of bassi ostinati which

were to be of greater importance than any of the preceding

35Ibid., pp. 194-195.
3 Christopher Simpson, The Division Violist (1659), cited

in Apel, "Division, " Harvard~Ic t ionary of Music.

37 Bukofzer, Music in the Baroue Era, p. 194.

38 lbid.
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forms: the passacag (passagia, pssaallo, passacaille)

and the chaconne (ciaconna, ciaccona). As with many of the

earlier ground bass melodies, both the chaconne and passacaglia

have their origin in dance music. Sachs states:

The chacona is one of those dances about which many
irrelevant things have been said. It does not come
from Italy (ciaccona), nor yet from the Basques.
Nor is it, as H. Riemann states in his music dic-
tionary doubtful whether it has ever been danced
at all.99

First mention of the dance occurs in 1599 in relation to

the wedding of Phillip III of Spain; included within verses

of an entremes by Simon Agudo appears "an invitation to go to

Tampico in Mexico and there dance the chacona.1140 Further

references to its American origin are found within the writ-

ings of several contemporary Spanish authors: Lope de Vega,

in a translation by Sachs, claims that "it came by mail from

the West Indies to Seville,"i and Cervantes calls it the

Indiana amulatada. - During the seventeenth century it was

cons idered the most passionate and sensual of all dances;

"vierten agogue los pies--like quicksilver run the feet" is

Cervantes's description of the dance. "Pretty" is the

meaning of the Spanish word, chacona. 4 3

39Sachs, World His of the Dance, p. 371.
Ibid. 

4lIbid.

42Sachs, World History of the Dance, p. 372, citing
Cervantes, La ilustre Fre(onTF(~l0).

43Ebenezer Prout, "Chaconne, " Groves Dictionary of
Music and Musicians, 3rd ed., edited by H.C.colles TNew
York, -935).



Likewise, the passacala was considered an unbridled

dance, though the choreographic sources distinguish it from

the dhaconne only by its more unhurried movements and a more

restrained melodic quality. Nevertheless, in the following

quotation from the verses of an entremes by Navarrete y Ribera,

La Escuela de Danzar (1640), a more unruly picture is given.

"I desire a new dance . . . a pasacalle? That is one of the

whipped (or 'flogged' or IMotleyl) (dances). God preserve me

from dangerous dances."45

The uncertainty concerning the origin of the name, pas-

sacaglia, is best summarized by the following discussion in

Groves Dictnary

The name (according to Littre) is derived from the
Sp. pasar, "to walk," and calle, "a street," in
which case a passacaglia may mean a tune played in
the streets by itinerant musicians. This derivation
is confirmed by Walter's Lexicon, where the name is
translated by "Gasenhauer." Other authorities have
attempted to connect the word passacaglia with Ga 0),
"a cock;" thus Mendel translates it "Hahentrapp."

The relationship between the chaconne and passacaglia

basses and their ancestral dance forms is a vague one. Where-

as the earlier bassi ostinati forms often conserved the basses

of the dances strictly, the passacaglia and chaconne have

apparently retained this relationship only in a rhythmical

44 Sachs, World History of the Dance, p. 373.

4 5Ibid.

4 6William Barclay Squire, "Passacaglia," Grovet, Diction-
ary of Music and Musicians.



sense, though not all the authorities agree on this point.

Sachs claims that ". . . a constant repetition of a four.

beat ostinato, at the same pitch, accompanied in variation

fashion by a treble . . . was regarded as the distinctive

"47
quality of chaconne music outside Spain." Furthermore, he

adds that there is some doubt whether the foregoing charac-

teristic was obligatory in Spain. Nelson, however, con-

tends that the rhythmical connection between the two bassi

ostinato and the older dances is the triple meter which they

both shared and which ". . . appears in all but a very few

basso ostinato variations bearing those names."

Even though the names, passacalia and chaconne, did not

appear as titles of instrumental works until the beginning of

the seventeenth century, e. E., Girolamo Frescobaldits Toccate

o_ partite dintavolatura di cimbalo e oregano (1614), Apel

claims that two early examples of continuous variation, y

Carey's Dompe and Hugh Astonts Hornpype, both appearing in an

early sixteenth century British manuscript (c. 1525), are

actually precusors of the chaconne and passacaglia forms.50

It was in Italy, during the seventeenth century, that the

forms became established and began to exhibit ". . . harmonic

Sachs, World History of the Dance, p. 372.

48 Ibid.

49Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. 67.
50H

Apel, "Ostinato," Harvard Dictionary of_ Music .
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clarity, figural restraint, and continuity of structure, charac-

teristics destined to influence many subsequent composers.t5l

Three important contributors during the first half of the

century were Frescobaldi (1583-lb43), Andrea Falconiero (1586,

1656), and Biagio Marini (1595-lb65).52 During the latter part

of the century examples of the basso ostinato forms by com-

posers such as Giovanni Battista Vitali (lb44-lb92), Corelli

(1653-1713), and Giuseppe Torelli (lb58-1709), displayed ad-

ditional ciaracteristics which were to be of importance dur-

ing the remainder of the Baroque period.53 In Spain, Juan

Cabanilles, an important composer of the middle Baroque,

wrote variations based on passacaglia basses.54

After approximately lb50, composers in France and Germany

began to construct variations over chaconne and passcaglia

basses. Very early in the Baroque period Frencl composers be-

gan to apply the terms chaconne and passaca a to works of a

different form. There, it often tended to merge with the

rondo form. This fusion, resulting in a rondeau with repeated

refrain and several couplets, is revealed in the works of

several of the French clavetin composers: among them Jacques

Champion Chambonnieres (c. 1597-1b72), Louis Couperin (c. 1b20-

lb6), and Francois Couperin (1b68-1733).

'Nelson, The Thniue of Variation, p. b5.

2 Ibid. Ibid.

54Bukofzer, Music inthe Baroque ra, p. 175.
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On the other hand, exceptions to the chaconne-rondeau

style may be observed in other works of the same period bear-

ing the title s chaconne and passacaille : e. S., a Passacaglia

by Andre Raison (c. 1687-1714) and the Passacaille sol mineur

of Louis Couperin. In both works, the repeated refrain, con.

training the theme, and the couplets, introducing new material,

are replaced by a melodic bass line which is repeated con-

sistently in the lower voices throughout the work, a tech-

nique more often associated with the chaconne and passacaglia

forms as utilized by composers in other countries.

In the vorks of the English composers of the second half

of the seventeenth century, namely John Blow (1648 or 1649-1708)

and Henry Purcell (c. 1659-1695), the distinction between the

English ground and the passacalia and chaconne forms is not

always clear, owing, perhaps, to the unique freedom of the

English ground as compared to the more strict continental

bassi ostinati,. The most important examples employing the

chaconne and passacaglia basses are found in the works of

Purcell, particularly in his works for the Restoration the-

ater, such as Dido's lament, "When I am laid in earth," from

Dido and Aeneas, the vocal terzetto at the end of Dioclesian,

and the passacaglia, "How happy the lover" from K Arthur.55

5Although the passacaglia, and particularly the chaconne,
basses became, from the outset, important-forms in vocal music
and works for the stage, a study of such is outside the scope
of this work.
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Among the Fantazias forming Purcell's first group of chamber

music for strings, there appears a set of variations over a

$6
chaconne bass, the Chacony in G minor; and the sixth sonata

from the Ten Sonatas in Four Parts is actually a chaconne.57

Although composers in England and Italy, and to a certain

extent France, continued to utilize the older ground bass

melodies throughout the Baroque era in addition to the passa.

caglia and chaconne basses, the latter forms became, almost

exclusively, the main bassi ostinati to be employed in

Germany.58 Whereas the Italian composers of the first half

of the seventeenth century must be credited with the initial

development of the pass lia and chaconne forms, the German

writers were destined to carry the development to its height

as one of the important forms of Baroque music. Although the

German works occasionally exhibit characteristics of other

nationalities, such as the homophonic simplicity of the

Italians or the almost rondo construction of the French, ".

. . they tend in general to be more elaborate and contrapuntal,

especially when designed for the organ."5 Important contri-

butions to the forms were made by the following German com-

posers: Johann Kasper Kerll (1627-1693), Georg Muffat

J. A. Westrup, Purcell (New York, 1962), p. 254.
57T. 0. Golles, "Purcell," Groves Dictionary of Music and

Musicians.

5 8 Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. 67.

59 Ibid., p. 66.
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(1635-1704), Heinrich F. Biber (1644-1704), Johann Pachelbel

(1653-1706), Johann Kasper Ferdinand Fischer (c. 1670-c. 1738),

and George Frederick Handel (1685-1759).60 The two composers

who were to provide the most important examples were Dietrich

Buxtehude (1637-1707) and, especially, J. S. Bach (1685-1750).

On considering the musical origin of the chaconne and

passacaglia basses, a theory has been advanced by two author-

ities. Nelson asserts that "the typical four-xiote descending

subJect of the passaaga and chaconne may well have been

suggested by the romanesca melody."61 Bukofzer considers the

possibility of the romanesca origin, but adds, "the first

type of bass may have been originally the discant of the

romanesca beginning, which in turn became a bass itself."

Although the exact musical origin is unknown, there appeared

around 1600 a pair of stock basses entitled chaconne and passa-

caglia. Dissimilar to the melodies of the passamezzo group,

they were indisputably strict ostinato basses repeated a great

number of times from the beginning to the end of the compo-

sition (e. 3., Louis Couperints Passacaille sol mineur with

thirty-nine appearances of the theme, Handelts Chaconne with

Variations in G M with sixty-two, and Vitali's Passagallo

with sixty-five).

6o Ibid., p. 05.

6 1Ibid., p. 33.

62
Bukofzer, Music in the Baroque Er, p. 42.
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Almost without exception these basses were in a triple

meter. The arch type consisted of a four-measure theme with

one note for each measure descending, or occasionally ascend-

ing, from tonic to dominant in either of the three forms:

minor, major, or chromatic, as shown in Figure 4. However,

inor I jor

Chromatic AscendIng

63
Fig4*--Chaconne and psacaglia bass patterns

variants often appeared which, rather than containing only one

note for each measure, utilized concise and, frequently, se-

quentially used rhythmical and melodic motives. The early

Italian composers displayed a preference for the more figured

forms of the basses; seventeenth and eighteenth century French

composers utilized simpler forms more in keeping with the

arch types, but in the works of German composers both types

are found. Figure 5 contains examples of the foregoing types.

Very often longer themes, of eight measures, can be traced to

a combination of the traditional patterns discernible in the

f our-measure examplE s.

3 Ibid.
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CL

AM ti

C. Td

:0.1 -

Fig. 5--Chaconne and Passacaglia bass variants
a. Falconiero, Ciaconna, measures 1-2.
b. Marini, Passacalo, measures 6-10.
c. Louis Couperin, Passacaille sol mineur, measures l-5.
d. Francois Couperin, Passaca ilTe, measures 1-4.
e. Pachelbel, Ciaconna, measures 1-4.
f. Buxtehude, Pass ac aglia, measures 1-,.

As shown in Figure 6, the Handel Chaconne theme combines the

ascending and descending forms of the archetypes and the theme

aId

Fig. 6--Two Chaconne and Passacaglia themes
a. Handel, Chaconne b2 variatins ,measures 1-8.
b. Bach, Passacalia, measures 1-8.

from the Bach Passacaglia is constructed of rhythmic an-d

melodic motives used sequentially. The almost total lack of

melodic individuality in the themes and the generally slow

6 4 Examples a. and b. are taken from Luigi Torchi, Ltarte
musicale in Italia, VII (Ailano, 1897), pp. 159&86.

a. b.
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tempo are characteristic of chaconne and passac basses

throughout the Baroque period.

One of the most important characteristics of compos iti ons

based on passacia or chaconne basses, including generally

the larger category of basso ostinato variations, is the con-

tinuous structure. This is created, basically, by two means.

Unlike the sectional variations whicb usually have longer themes

and come to a definite cadence resulting in a break in the

movement between each variation, continuance is achieved prin-

cipally as a result of the forward movement created by the

dominant half-cadence which terminates most ground bass

melodies.65 If the theme lacks a dominant ending, as the

longer ones often do, bridging the cadence with an anticipation

of the variation material plays a similar cohesive role. As

shown in an excerpt from the Passacaglia (Figure 7), Bach makes

use of the device by antic ipating the rhythmic and melodic

figure of t he follow ing variation in me sure thirty-two.

Fig. 7- Melodic bridging--Bach, Passaca lia, measures 31-33.

6 Ulsor, The Technique of Variation, p. 69.
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In accordance with structural continuity, the chaconne

and passacaglia sets often furnish an increase of the rhythmic

motion as the variations progress. This may occur by two

methods. From the longer note values of the beginning vari-

ations, the melodic figuration introduces rhythmic patterns

of shorter duration by stages, the final variations containing

the most rapid movement. In the second method, the peak of

rhythmic figuration is reached relatively soon and maintained

with little deviation to the close of the work. The Ciaconna

by Muffat, shown in Figure 8, illustrates such a periodic

rhythmic increase by stages, whereas the Handel Chaconne dis-

plays the plateau construction of the second method, as out.

lined in Figure 9. The preceding devices are typical of

3

Vars. Vars.
5-8 11-21

j;ij Vars.

Var .

1&2

9410

Fig. 9--Rhythmic increase by plateau construction--Handel,
Chaconne ?l variations.

composers of the middle and late Baroque period. On the other

hand, basso ostinato examples by composers during the early

part of the seventeenth century, such as the Ciacona by Fal-

coniero, Passacalio by Marini and the Chaconne by ChambonnIeres,

display little rhythmic acceleration.

0
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Early in the seventeenth century, Italian composers

introduced an additional unifying device in their works: the

division of the variations into large sections. In the Pas-

saca oby Marini the sixteen var ia tions are divided into

three groups, each section ending with a return of the same

variation material which accompanied the initial statement of

the theme. Later composers used a change of mode between the

sections. In te Passacaille sol mineur of Louis Couperin,

variatLons one through twenty-three are in G minor, variations

twenty-four through_ thirty-seven are in C ma .or, and vari-

ations third ty-eight a nd t l: ty- hne return to G minor. A

Chaconne by Handel exhibits a more regular division by mode:

of the twenty-one variations, seven are in G major, seven in

G minor, and the remai ning seven return to G major.

In addition, within the larger sections themselves, group-

ing of variations in pairs or groups of three may be found, based

on the treatment of the variation material. The simplest pair-

ing device was to repeat the material exactly. This was a

method used extensively by the chaconne-rondeau composers . In

the Chaconne ou Passacaille by Louis Couperin and the Passa-

caille by Francois Couperin in the last four measures of the

Rondeau are the same as the preceding measures. A device

which appears more often was the repetition of a statement,

usuay11 four measures in length, with a slight variant follow-

ing. The latter appears again in the works of French
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composers, particularly. A typical example, from the

Passacaille sol mineur of Louis Couperin, appears in Figure

10.

II

tV.,r. 5 vrar.6

Fig. 10--Repetition by variation--Louis Couperin,
Passacaillessol mineur, measures 17-25.

Occasionally, as in the Handel Chaconne Csixty-otwo varn-

ationsj, a figural pattern is continued in the following vari-

ations with little or no embellishment (Figure 11). A less

Vr. 13 etc. Var. 15 etc.

Fig. ll-- ontinued figural pattern--Handel, Chaconne
>2 variations , measures 105, 113 and 121.
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common method of grouping variations, the inversion of a part

by means of double counterpoint, is shown in the example from

ouis Couperints Passacaille sol mineur in Figure 12.

Fig. 12 -Repetition by double counterpoint--Louis
Couperin, Passacaille sol mineur, measures 41-4 }9.

Upon observation of actual works, it becomes apparent

that only rarely does the bass remain literal. With its strict

adherence to the original bass, the Ciaconna by Pachelbel, how-

ever, is such an occurrence. There are numerous ways in which

the bass line may be varied. According to Nelson, " . .the

bass may be dissolved into linear figuration, may participate

in imitative figuration, or many undergo slight rhythmic modi-

fications or minor changes in contour, all without losing its

66clear relationship to the original theme . The early Italian

composers appear to have considered the theme as much in the

realm of a generator of harmonies as a basso ostinato theme.

The Frescobaldi Cento Partitie sopra Passacagli presents the

bass in a var ied form with each variation, and Falconiero, in

the Ciaconna, uses the original statement for only nine of the

eighteen variations. In the Ciaconna by Corelli the theme
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varies from only slight melodic and rhythLmical changes to the

florid f iguration as seen in variat ions nine, ten, twenty and

twenty-one. The Ciacona by Dietrich Buxtehude illustrates a

device encountered occasionally whenever the theme is con-

structed on a descending tetrachor d: a variant appears which

utilizes the ascending tetrachord,as shown in Figure 13.

- _______________________ I

-__I
L~LiWI~I~flZ1 I ~ 4

w ILL L

Iw '-

Lz~tl-1--t-t---- I 1w
if - [ JT T~'I~~ 1 I A I~I~

- J1 ii

- w i.-

ISr. 21

22______________________________________

- -~ --

Fiig. 13-Ascending tetrachord variant---Dietrich Buxtehude,
ciacona, measures 81439.

66
Nelson, The Techniue of Variation, p. 72.
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The supposedly strict treatment of the basso ostinato

melody may be abated by an occasional transfer of the melody

to another voice or relocation on different scale degrees, al-

though these devices appeared only in the later Baroque period.

The Passacaille sol mineur of Louis Couperin exhibits these two

possibilities in a juxtaposed position. In variation thirteen

the theme is transferred to the tenor voice over a pedal G,

and in variation fourteen it is transposed the interval of a

fourth down and chromatically embellished. Within the Passa-

caglia by Bach the theme appears in the soprano voice, although

this procedure was seldom employed by other composers in the

Baroque period.

V r. 13 Var. 14

Fig. 14--Transference of theme to another voice and
transposed--Louis Couperin, Passacaille sol mineur, measures
49-56.

Following the death of Bach, approximately 100 years were

to elapse before composers once again evinced an interest in

the basso ostinato forms to any great degree. Even while such

composers as Bach and Handel were carr-ying the development of
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the chaconne and passacaglia forms to their apex in the Baroque

period, a reaction to contrapuntal forms and styles was becom-

ing apparent. Gradually there evolved a style which called for

simpler and more homophonic forms, and the contrapuntal chaconne

and passacaglia treatments could not meet these new requirements.

Until a renewed interest in counterpoint developed, the basso

ostinato forms, relatively speaking, lay dormant; such a re-

newed interest became evident during the second half of the

nineteenth century. Although an exception to the foregoing,

the 32 Variations in c minor by Ludwig von Beethoven (1806),

built on a chaconne bass, might be considered a portent of a

later development. A later foreshadowing of the reappearance

of the basso ostinato variation occurs in the Rhapsodie Enole

of Franz Liszt (1863), which incorporates the folia bass.

With Liszts Variations on a Theme Z J. S. Bach
(1866), the reappearance of~the true basso ostinato
variation was unmistakable, and from that time to 67
the present, has been in fairly constant . . . use.

The most important nineteenth century composer to con-

tribute to the field of basso ostinato forms was Johannes Brahms,

who created the master vork of the period in his "Allegro energico"

from the Fourth Symphony, opus 98. Otherwise, his only other

example of the form is the finale from the Variations on a Theme

by Joseph H opus 56a. Two other composers whose essays in

the field were along more traditional lines were Josef Rhein-

berger (Passacaglia from the Eighth Sonata, opus 132, and the

6 Nelson, ThTechni queof Variation, p. 108.
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E minor Passacaglia, opus 156) and Siegfried Karg-Elert

(Chaconne and Fugue Trilog with Chorale, opus 73). The com-

poser who was most prolific in the field was Max Reger: Mono-

logue 12 stcke fur orgel, opus 63; Chaconne fur violine

allein, opus 117, number 4; Introduktion, Passaclia, und

fugue r zwei pianoforte, opus 96; and Introduktion und

fugue fur die 2rel opus 127, all of which were written at

the turn of the century. The latter is said to have brought

the nineteenth century type of basso ostinato variation to an

end.

The nineteenth century brought several new characteristics

to the form. Except for the folia theme in the Rhapsodie

Espanole by Liszt and the Variations on a theme _ Corelli,

opus 42 by Sergei Rachmaninov, stock basses were seldom used;

the dance influence can still be seen in the frequent use of

the accented second beat of the chaconne rhythm. Unlike the

Baroque examples, which were usually independent works, nine-

teenth century works were more often than not sections of' com-

positions with several movements; Brahms was the first to in-

clude the form within a symphony as well as concluding a set

70
of character variations. Regerts use of combining the passa-

caglia, thematically, with a fugue can be traced to the ex-

ample by Bach, but he often includes an introductory movement.

68
Nelson, The Technique of Variation, p. 108.

9Ibid. 70 Ibid.
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The traditional four-and,-eight-measure plan of the

Baroque themes is often altered. In the finale of Brahmbt

Variations on a theme by Joseph Haydn the theme is five mea-

sures in length, and Reger constructs the Chaconne fur violine

allein on a theme of seven measures. That the nineteenth cen-

tury themes are often more chromatic may be attributed to the

increased chromaticism of the period. Additional manifestations

of nineteenth century musical romanticism may be found in the

wide departures from the expression of the theme as character

changes and the greater use of color. The orchestral examples

necessarily utilize the latter, but extensive changes in color

through registration contrasts and dynamic ranges are also

called for in the organ works of Reger and Karg-Elert.

An important structural characteristic of the nineteenth

century examples is the frequency in which the theme appears

in the upper voices. In the Liszt Variations on a theme b

J. S. Bach the theme appears outside the bass in one fourth of

the work.71 In the" llegro energic by Brahms the theme is in-

troduced in the upper voice, and more than half of the thematic

statements are in upper voices. Following Bach's example,

the theme, as treated by other nineteenth century composers,

is usually introduced in the soprano voice at one time or

another.

71
Ibid., p. 111.



CHAPTER III

ANALYSES OF SEVENTEEN CHACONNES AND PASSACAGLIAS

FROM TH F'TWENTIETH CENTURY

The Chaconne from the Second Organ
Sonata by Richard Anel1

The Chaconne is the third and last movement. According

to Luther Noss,2 2This is the second of two organ sonatas

written wbile Arnell resided in the United States (1939-1947).

They were inspired, according to the composer, by hearing

E. Power Biggs playing the Baroque organ in the Busch-

Reisinger Museum at Cambridge." The Chaconne begins with

the statement of the theme in the pedal alone and is in

3
triple meter (3/) throughout. Fifteen variations follow

the initial presentation of the theme. With its almost

single rhythmic idea (j j) and basic intervallic patterns of

seconds and fourths, the structure of the theme is reminis-

cent of the stock basses of- the Baroque era. In addition,

the typical four-measure theme (in the tonality of C minor)

cadences on the dominant.

1
A biographical sketch of the composer and the subsequent

composers whose works appear in this study may be found in
the Appendix.

Luther Noss, "Music Reviews, Richard Arnell, Second
Organ Sonata op. 2," music Library Association Notes, XVIII,
No. 1 (December, 1960), 133.

A listing of the themes utilized by the works in this
study appears in the Appendix.

34



As is seen in numerous baroque examples of the form,

continuous movement is aided by the dominant cadence of the

theme as well as a melodic and/or rhythmic bridging of the

cadence created by the presentation, during the cadential

measure of a variation, of the prevailing rhythmic motive

of the succeeding variation. An example of this bridging

device is seen in the middle voice in measure sixteen in

whic") the rhythmic motive of variation four ( ) is intro-

duced in the final measure of variation three. The device,

however, is not as obvious as will be found in other twen-

tiethn-century examples due to the similarity of patterns em-

ployed by groups of variations.

A frequently observed characteristic of eighteenth century

basso ostinato forms is the accelerating of the rhythmic move-

ment by the introduction of shorter rhythmic figures as the

variations progress. Frequently the increase in rhythmic

movement is produced by stages. In the example by Arnell, as

may be observed in Figure 15, the movement progresses to the

rhythmic igh point in variation thirteen from which it re-

cedes to the prevailing rhythmic plan of the theme in vari-

ation fifteen. The actual climax, however, is reqch.ed in the

final variation by means of a greater dynamic level. Due to

the contrapuntal aspect of the variations, therhythmic pat-

terns appearing in Figure 15 are only those which are used

predominantly.
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Var.

1-5jvarr.

15

Fig. 15--Rhythmic development in the Chac onne by
ArnellI.

The grouping of variations according t o similar rhythmic

plans, shown in Figure 15, to a degree parallels those em-

ploying changes in the outline of the theme . In the first

group (variations one through Live) the theme is repeated ur-

changed through variation four, whereupon the theme does not

appear in variation five. Although the second section (vari-

ations six through e ight ) begins with the increased rhythmic

motion, th~e theme is again absent until variation eight. The

exclusion of the theme from the variation is a practice theo-

retically contrary to the essence of a basso ostinato form and

is rarselyy ncountered. The second group presents the theme in

different tonalities: variations seven and eight are in F sharp

and variations nine and ten are in E flat. The theme is again

missing in variations eleven and twelve although the first

three intervals of the theme, ma jor second, minor second and
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perfect fourth, are used in a sequentially repeated figure

in variation eleven. The theme returns to its original key

and form in variation thirteen followed by the incorporation

of the theme in a sixteenth note figuration, although the

thematic notes continue to occur on the original beats, in

variation fourteen.

Contrapuntal techniques play an important part in the

work. Variations one and two introduce the counterpoints

over the theme canonically, and variations five and six em-

ploy canonic imitation though in a rhythmical sense only.

Throughout the work, as a characteristic device, motives are

exchanged in the upper parts by imitation with the pedal par-

ticipating in the exchange for one variation, the sixth. The

relationship between variations seven and eight is unusual in

works of this form: they are almost identical.

An important characteristic of nineteenth century ex-

amples of the basso ostinato forms was the greater number of

appearances of the theme in the upper voices than was charac-

teristic of the eighteenth century examples. Through vari-

ation fourteen, with the exceptions of the variations in which

the complete theme does not appear, the theme always appears

in the bass (pedal) in the example by Arnell. However, in the

last variation the theme makes its appearance in the top voice

and is extended to six measures, bringing the work to a close.
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The Chaconne from the Prelude, Toccata
And Chaconne by Brian Brockless

The final movement is in the traditional triple meter

(3/2) of a chaconne. Tnlike the majority of twentieth century

examples, but in accord with Baroque usage of the form, the

initial statement of the theme is presented with a realization

in the upper parts. Including the first accompanied presen-

tation the work consists of fifteen variations over a theme

of unusual length, seven measures. The final note of the

theme (G sharp), acting as a leading tone in the opening

tonality of A, creates the effect of a half-cadence which

gives impetus to the forward movement; such a device is im-

portant in a. form characterized by continuous structure. Th

rhythmic movement is often enhanced by a rest in the upper

parts which occurs against the first note of the following

statement of the theme. The result is a strong accent on the

first beat. The preceding device appears at the beginning of

seven of the variations: variations one througV three and

eleven through fourteen. A utilization of the rhythmic device,

hemiola, may be observed in the second and third measures of

the theme w ith the rhythmic figureoJfJo. Melodic bridging,

another means of strengthening the forward movement, occurs

by two methods: extending the variation meterial in the upper

parts into the first measure of the succeeding variation, as

seen in variations four and five, or by introducing the new

material of a variation in the cadential measure of the pre-

ceding one (e. a., variations eight, nine and ten).
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This work shares a common characteristic with the early

seventeenth century Italian examples of the form: the lack of

emphasis on an increased rhythmic growth. Although variations

eight through ten contain a more extended use of eighth note

movement than the preceding ones, a climax is achieved in the

concluding variations by means of more thickly voiced chords

and the addition of more powerful organ stops, a device in-

herited from the nineteenth century organ composers.

A second parallel may be drawn between eighteenth century

practice and the example by Arnell in relation to the appear-

ance of similar variation techniques within groups of vari-

atIons. As shown in Table I, the fifteen variations may be

divided into five groups., The predominantly syncopated rhythms

in group A are reminiscent of the traditional chaconne dance

rhythm with its accented second beat. Although variations six

and seven, comprising ,group C, share no similar techniques of

construction, both display variation techniques not employed

heretofore. Variation six uses chordal structures alternating

between the hands in the style of a toccata, and variation

seven presents the theme in canon in the upper parts over an

ostinato figure in the pedal. Group E is related to the first

group by the use of chords in predominantly syncopated rhythmic

patterns although employed more freely.

The treatment of the theme itself coincides somewhat

with the sectional plan mentioned previously. Although only



TABLE I

GROUPING OF VARTATIONS ACCORDING TO
CFARACTERISTIQ$ OF CONSTRUCTION IN

THE CHACONNE 3Y BRIAN BROCKLESS

U)0

or 0Characteristics
#r-4 P4 d
-P 0 O

0

Octaves and chords in predominantly
A 1-21 1-3 syncopated rhythms (#cYJ. and-eWiljo)

Figural patterns in r ight hand using
0 B 22-35 4-5 repeated rhythmic motives above

chordal accompaniment

C 36-48 6-7 No similar ity of technic

Pedal missing with two-voice writing
49-70 81-10 in the upper parts

Chords in various combinations of
E 71-107 ll-l5 predominantly syncopated rhythms

variations six, seven, eight, ten, thirteen and f ifteen pre-

sent the t eme in an altered form, the basic modifications,

as shown in Table II, are seldom retained throughout the vari-

ation. In var'ation six, e. g., the basic pattern introduced

in the first measure is not employed in the final three meas-

ures. In measures forty and forty-two the thematic notes F

sharp and G sharp are missing, and measure forty-one intro-

duces a pattern that is to become an ostinato figure in the
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TABLE II

THEMATIC TREATMENT IN THE C HA C ONNE FROM
THE PRELUDE, TOCCATA AND CHACONNE

BY BRIAN BROCKLESS

Basic Modifications0 00
rd $ .I4

Measures hematic
H 0Notes and Characteristics

Beatsa

1-*5 Bu 0 0

(1-35)
6 B 36-42 all Meter change to 6/4

(36-42) 36,-39 3 Reduced to in figure

S&A all

I ----- --- I, 4~4

all

Canon between right and
left hands a measure apart;
in 6/4 meter; transposed a
pl above
Transposed a p4 above; in
6/4 meter; notes appear
amid figures .ts sand itS

9 . . . . First measure missing
(59-62)

A 63-69 all Appear amid predominant use
of op figures

11 & 12 B .0 . 0. 0 .0.0.0.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
(71-84)

13 B 85-91 all t to ure o
(85-91)2-1 or i

87 all Irregular rhythmic place-
89-90 __e_------ment

14 B 0. 0. 0 .0. 0 .4 0.
(92-98) e 99-107 all Appear as vertical l struc-
(99-107) tures in 12-tone style

Refers to the rhythmic values of the original thematic
notes and their position in the measures according to which
beat they appeared on in the original tbeme. "All" signifies
that the entire theme was modified according to the charac-
teristics in the next column.

bBass voice.

dAlto voice.

cSoprano voice.
eBoth hands.

7
(42-48)

8
(49- 5)

10

(63-69)

C s
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succeeding variation. In the canonic use of the theme in

variation seven the first six notes of the theme are used in

strict imitation and utilize the original rhythmic patterns.

The following five thematic notes no longer adhere to the

original statement rhythmically, and they appear with addi-

tional notes in a phrase which. is used canonically. The

ostinato figure, introduced earlier, appears six times in the

pedal. Variation eight, in the tonality of D, presents the

theme in a new melodic figuration. On the return of the orig-

inal form and mode of the theme in variation nine, the first

bar is omitted. The counterpoint appearing in measures fifty-

three and fifty-four below the theme, in variation eight, is

used in measures sixty and sixty-one in variation nine above

the theme but transposed a fifth higher. Variation thirteen

varies the theme in an alternation of b/ and 3/2 rhythmic pat-

terns reminiscent of the hemiola in the original theme. The

fifteenth and last variation presents a striking modification

of the theme. The twelve notes of the theme are utilized to

construct a series of four chords, the close repetition of

which creates the climax; under this the pedal uses three of

the notes as an ostinato for five measures. The theme, in

its original form, corresponds to a twelve-tone row, but the

technique is not utilized consistently throughout the work.

The appearance of the theme in vertical structures is the only

use of the strict twelve-tone technique.
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Although the theme appears in the bass or lower part

the majority of the time, variations seven, eight and fifteen

present the theme in the upper voice.

The Passacaglia from the Passacaglia
And Fugue by Roland Diggle

As was characteristic of many nineteenth century examples

of the basso ostinato forms, the example by Roland Diggle is

from a multi-movement work. It is in triple meter (3/4) and

the tonality is D minor. The theme, presented in the bass

(pedals) alone, is eight measures in length comprising two

four-measure phrases. The first phrase begins on the dominant

as an anacrusis and cadences on the mediant, a feature not

found in the majority of the Baroque eight-measure themes.

Each phrase is rhythmically identical, employing two basic

rhythmical figures,J and e. In addition to the initial

statement, the theme appears in thirteen variations. The con-

tinuous structure of the work is achieved by the forward move-

ment created principally by the thematic cadence on the domi-

nant which leads into the following variation. Melodic bridg-

ing, another device, occurs only between variations one and two

and two and three; due to the contrapuntal aspect of the first

three variations the effect is of minor importance.

As a means of creating rhythmic movement the thirteen

variations over the theme may be divided into two stages of

rhythmic acceleration, each commencing with a rhythmical motive



of longer note values and developing through increasingly

shorter ones. As shown in Figure 16, the first climax is

reached in variations six through eight by the use of sixteenth

notes arranged in sextuplet figures after which the movement

returns to that encountered at the beginning of the first

stage. The pinnacle is reached in the final variation.

13
are.
6-8 Vari

70 12
Var. Var. * 2
510 Var.

Vars. Var.
1-3 9

Fig. 16--Rhythmic development in the Passaca1
by Diggle.

Although variations twelve and thirteen employ the rhythmic

motive shown in Figure 16 consistently in all voices, the re.

gaining variations display their patterns with varying degrees

of regularity. In variations five,, seven, eight and eleven

the motive is maintained in only one of the upper voices. In

variations four and six the patterns alternate between the

voices, and in the remainder of the variations the motives, in-

dicated in Figure 16, are only the prevailing ones. Partiou-

larly is this true in variations one through three where the

upper parts are contrapuntal voices over the theme.

44
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The majority of the variations utilize the theme in its

original form. As seen in Table III, the theme is presented

in the bass (pedal) in all but variations seven, eight and

eleven. Among the other statements the theme is modified only

in variations ten and thirteen; in variation ten the theme is

identical Iwith the original form but for two measures. In

TABLE III

THEMATIC TREATMENT I N THE PASSACAGLIA
FROM THE PASSACAGLIA AND FUGUE

BY ROLAND DIGGLE

Basic Characteristics
0 ~

00

cd _p q_ O. Measures Ihematic
- Notes and Characteristics

0- o Beats

1 -6 B . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * * * *

9-56 )
7 S . . . .0 . . .0 . . . .

(57-b4)
8 s 65-72 all Reduced to lth notes

(65-72) amid figuration

9 B.. . . . . . . . . . . .

(73-30)
10 B 83-87 all Appear on the off-beat in

(81-) _gure e

11 T . 0.0 .0. .0- 0 .0. .0 .0

(89-96)
12 B . .0 -0 0 .0 . . . *

(97-10b)
13 B 107-114 all Appear amid repea

(107-114) figurations of
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variation thirteen, however, the theme appears amid a figural

pattern in which the first note of the figure bears the the.

matic note and the remaining three sixteenths are repetitions

at the octave or unison. In variation eleven the theme is

placed in the tenor voice and in variation seven in the

soprano voice; in both variations the form of the theme is

identical to the original. In variation eight the theme, also

in the soprano voice, undergoes a rhythmical alteration de-

scribed in Table III.

The Passacaolia from the Moto Continuo and
Passacaglia by Herbert F. Ellingford

The theme, in E flat major and introduced in the bass

(pedal) without a harmonization, is in the traditional triple

meter of 3/. The first phrase of the eight-measure theme

commences with an anacrusis on the tonic and comes to a tem-

porary cadence on the mediant, the highest note of the theme.

The second four-measure phrase consists of an E flat major

scale descending .from the ediant to the cadence on the super-

tonic, a major ninth below. Other than the isolated rhythmic

pattern in measure sevenJ9 , the theme utilizes one rhyth-

mic figure throughout (JJ). ifteen variations follow the

initial statement of the theme.

Melodic bridgirg, one of the most important of the de-

vices for creating forward movement in a form characterized

by continuous structure, was used more frequently by Baroque
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comp-osers when the theme cadenced on the tonic. Even though

the cormposers theme cadences on the supertonic, melodic

bridging occurs as a link between a majority of the variations.

At the beginning of variations two, three, six and eight, the

material of the preceding variations extends over the initial

pickup of the succeeding variation. A different approach is

utilized in the introduction of variations four, five, seven

and thirteen; at these points the characteristic motives of

eacl variation are born in the cadential measure of the pre-

cedin variations.

One of the characteristics of the basso ostinato form,

which this work shares with many examples written during the

eignteenth century, is a predilection for the acceleration of

the rhythmic movement as the chain of variations progress.

As a means o achieving the effect the variations frequently

appear arranged into stages of rhythmic growth. Preceded by

a gradual increase of the rhythmic movement, the first high

point is reached in variations six and seven, as indicated

in Figure 17. Following variations eight and nine, which

diminish the movement, variation ten presents a rhythmical

pattern which proves to be the pinnacle of the increasing

movement. The motion then subsides reaching the rhythmical

level, in number twelve, of the first variation. From that

point a second rise commences, culminating in a final climax

in variation fourteen. The concluding variant returns to
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10 Var. Var.

.12j- 11 14
67

Var. Var.
5 1

aV1s Wirs.y 13 war.
2-4 8-9 15

Var. 24Var.o
12

Fig. 17--Rhythmic development in the Passacaia
by Ellingford.

the plan, ba sically, of variations two through four. Al-

though variations two through four, and six and seven, appear

to be consistent in the employment of their respective rhythmic

plans, a difference must be noted; whereas variation two

utilized the motive , a change in phrasing

appears in variation three followed byjsJ e41. in vari-

ation four. A similar distinction may be drawn between vari-

ations six and seven. Variations one, eight, nine, twelve and

fifteen, on the other hand, employ an occasional use of smaller

rhythmic figures in addition to the predominant ones indicated

in Figure 17.

Inherent in the basso ostinato form, theoretically, is

the repetition of the theme in the bass as presented at the

outset. The example by Ellingford, like a great many other

Sorks in the f orm, alters both the form and the position of

the theme. As indicated in Table IV, the first seven vari-

ations repeat the theme in the bass (pedal) unchanged from
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TLABL IV

THE1MATIC TREATMENT IN TEL PASSACAGLIA FROM
THE MOTO CONT-INUO AIND PASSACAGLIA

BY HERBERT F. ELLING-ORD

Basic Modifications
o (/ e O

00W 0 - -

Scd $ pq Measures Thematic
C i\ote s and Characteristics

1 ) 0o Beats

b 7B ... .0 4. 0 0
( 04)

8 B 04-72 j-m 3 Changed '[ to short trill
8 B72)7(65 O)t.1 &71 -&2 turn in rhythm t
9 7 7-0 all Key change to minor mode;

(73-80) as roots of triads; inver
sion of original interval

10 T all Minor mode; appear as
(81-88) lowest note of broken

chord figures

r1-8-W Changedto is
88

Il T 89-96 all Inversion of theme in
(89-9o) top voice m3 higher;

minor mode

12 B 97-l104 all Use e nharmonic spellings;

(97-104) minor mode

13 B 105-112 all Returns to major mode;
(105-12) meter changed to 9/8

10_ -110 F 3 Upper neighbor figure

14
(113-120)

B 113-120

112-118

all

all

Scale passages in n;
meter signature 9/8
Rhythmical pos itions vary

15 B&S 121-128 all Meter returns to 3/4
(12 1-128) 'o

1212-124 all In octaves in right hand

125-128 al Appear as 5th of 1st in-
version triads; last
three notes miss ng

wo

I



the original statement. Commencing with variation eight

the theme is never to appear in its original form. A second

characteristic may be observed; with the exception of vari-

ation eleven, contrapuntal devices are no longer employed in

variations seven through fifteen. Variations nine through

twelve display a characteristic frequently observed in the

works of French Baroque composers: an internal section which

modulates to the minorn mode. In addition to the change of

key to E flat minor, variation nine displays two other modi-

fications of interest; the intervals of the theme have been

inverted, appearing in the right hand as the roots of a

series of triads. The rhythm, however, remains identical to

the original. A second use of the technique of thematic in-

version is seen in variation eleven. Against the minor form

of- the there in the left hand, appearing as the bass of a

broken chord figure, the top voice in the right hand presents

the theme in inversion and transposed a third higher. In

addition to the use of the minor form of the theme, variations

thirteen and fourteen exhibit a metrical alteration (34 to

9/8). variation fourteen presents the theme in its most

altered version. In measures 112 trough 116 the original

thematic notes, in the repeated rhythmic motive , are

nythrically displaced in the figuration T

The intervening sixteenth notes comprise an ascending major

scale. In measures 117 and 118 the thematic notes appear



rhythmically in the f igurat ion ::Zkmid an

alteration of scale passages and a broken chord figure. In

the final variation, as indicated in Table IV, the last three

notes of the theme are missing. Furthermore, in the conclud-

ing eleven measures the theme does not appear in any form.

The Passacaglia from the Introduction and
Passacaglia by ATn Gray

The basso ostinato theme is in triple meter (3/4), the

traditional meter for chaconnes and passacaglias since the

Baroque era. The theme, eight measures in length, is con-

structed of two phrases, each four measures in length. Be-

ginning with a quarter note anacrusis on the dominant, the

first phrase culminates in a temporary cadence on the super-

tonic, and the second phrase cadences on the tonic. With

the exception of the dotted half note on the dominant in

measure seven, the theme is built of one rhythmical figure

(j J). The initial statement of the theme, presented without

a harmonization, is in the key of D minor. Sixteen variations

follow.

Continuous structure, one of the important characteristics

of the chaconne and passacaglia forms, is created frequently

by the linking of the variations by means of rhythmic and/or

melodic bridging, a device which allows one variation to fol-

low another without a break. Such a device was utilized by

composers in the Baroque era particularly if the theme con-

tained a tonic cadence. Variations one through eight, and
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fifteen and sixteen, are introduced, in the example by Gray,

according to the preceding scheme. Two types of melodic

bridging may be observed. As shown at the beginning of vari-

ations one, two, three, five, six, seven, eight and fifteen,

the new material of each variant precedes the first note of

the theme; frequently it coincides with the cadential note of

the theme in the preceding variation. A second form occurs

at the outset of variations four and sixteen, at which points

the rhythmic and melodic figures from the previous variations

are extended into the following variations. On the other hand,

there are instances, as in variations twelve through fourteen,

when the variations merge without the overlapping produced by

melodic bridging. A striking departure from the traditional

devices may be observed in variations nine, ten and eleven,

all of which contain an introductory figure preceding the en-

trance of the theme .

Many examples of the basso ostinato forms display a

tendency to increase the rhythmical movement as the series

advance. Grouping the variations into stages of acceleration,

the most frequently used method, is the plan utilized by

Gray. Commencing with variation one, which uses eighth and

quarter note patterns, the succeeding variations introduce

rhythmical figures ever-increasing in speed. With variation

eight, utilizing thirty-second notes and sixteenthe arranged

in triplets, the first stage of development is reached.
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Variations nine through eleven return, essentially, to eighth

and quarter note movement. A pattern of eighth notes in a

triplet arrangement is introduced in variation twelve leading

to a sixteenth note pattern in variations thirteen and four-

teen and a sextuplet grouping of sixteenth notes in variation

fifteen, the apex of the second stage. The concluding vari-

ation, number sixteen, reaches the final climax utilizing,

for the most part, the initial rhythm of the theme.

The division of the work according to the scheme of

rhythmic acceleration coincides, to a great extent, with the

treatment of the theme itself. As shown in Table V the theme

appears in its original form and is retained in the bass in

variations one through five and fourteen. The theme is also

retained in the bass, but in a modified form, in variations

seven, eight, eleven and thirteen. The right hand presents

a modified version of the theme in variations nine and ten

while the original form of the theme appears in the left hand

in variation fifteen. In variation twelve, however, the theme

is scattered amid a repeated figuration of eighth notes, ap.

pearing in a triplet arrangement in both hands. The final

variation presents the theme in an interesting arrangement;

the first four measures employ the theme in octaves in the

left hand whereas measures 137 through 140 return the theme

to the bass in octaves but in a meter change to 4/4. The last

two notes are lengthened to two and three measures respectively.
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TABLE V

THEM11ATIC TREATMENT IN THEPASSACAGLIA FROM
TEE ITQIRODUCTION AID PASSACAGLIA

BY ALAN CRAY

o B Basic Modifications
- 0 O 1

- e VIe sure s Thematic
0 ;4Notes and Characteristics

Beats

-5 B . . . .

B)4914 -fduce d to Is followed
(49__5) Bby '7

48-50-3 2nd jin figurat ion
52

$3-54 -73J st note in figure

3 2nd in igure

7 B 7 beat late in figure
(57-64) _ _._

8 B 65-67 - 3 Shifted to first beat
(65-73) 69&70

-6 Changed to); shifted
to second beat

67-(9 DT Shifted to second beat

70

72 3 Changed to J
71&711 d3chromatic notes not in

theme

9 S 75&7-3 Reduced to ps on last
(74-82) _ of beat

77-1 Delayed until 1st in

f figure

79-8c) - 3 1st note in figure

10
(84 - 90)

S 84 -90 all

_____________ & ...- 1 4. I

11
(91-98)

B

Rhythm complete ly altered;
inc omple te

Reduced to followed
_____ 4~b .1 -

92-95
96

- 3 Re ced to nd Oin figure

-~-~-.-*--- 4. 1 -

dL A

92-96



TABLE V --Continued

o )Basic Modifications
00

4 O H 4) -- 0 1 .- l"-

0- ~ O2~- Measures ThematicNN
cNotes and Characteristics

0oBeats

12
(99-105)

93&94
97 Aso

91

99-105

all

all

be at e arly in f igure

Delayed by 7*& flowed by
lower octave in figure j

Original changed to t

Scattered irregularly amid
repeatedJ figuration

13 B 108 - 3 Change of pitch; C re-
(107-114) places A

14 B.. .*. .
(115-122)

15 T 0. . . . . .
(123-130)

16 T 133-135 all Augmented to IS

(131-143) B 137-143 all Meter changed to 4/4;
changed tojts

Variations nine and ten also present the theme in an unusual

guise; the theme, transferred to the soprano voice, assumes

the character of a new melody with the thematic notes appear-

ing freely altered, rhythmically. While the left hand in

both variations furnishes an almost chordal accompaniment, the

bass in variation nine consists of a syncopated pedal A re-

peated in quarter notes (j' J4J

W -1--l- M

u -3



The Passacaplia from the Introduction and
Passacaglia by Robert Groves

The Passacaglia bears a triple meter signature (3/4),

which is traditional in the form. The tonality, C sharp minor,

is maintained throughout. Commencing with a quarter note pick.

up on the dominant and culminating in a temporary cadence on

the mediant, the first phrase (measures one through four) of

the eight-measure theme consistently utilizes the rhythmic

figure cJ . The second phrase, utilizing two contrasting

rhythmic f figure s (J in me asure s f ive and s even and .- in

measure six) begins with an anacrusis on the subdominant and

arrives at a full cadence on the tonic. Sixteen variations

follow the initial unharmonized statement of the theme.

Melodic bridging, an overlapping of the cadential points

with figural material, is an important technique for linking

the variations, particularly when the theme contains a full

cadence on the tonic. In four of the eight occurrences (varI

ations one, three, seven and eight) in the example by Groves,

the characteristic melodic and rhythmic motive of each vari.

ation is introduced over the cadential note of the preceding

variation. The other four examples (variations four, five,

ten and eleven) display a different form of the technique; at

those points the motive of the preceding variation is extended

into the following variation. Variations two, six, nine and

twelve, however, are separated from the preceding variants

by a brief rest. The motives change concurrently with the

new entry of the theme in variations thirteen through sixteen.
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The tendency to increase the rhythmic movement as the

series progresses,by the selection of rhythmical patterns of

shorter note values, is utilized to a lesser extent, paticu-

larly in the earlier variations, than in other examples of

the form. Whereas the first two variations exhibit patterns

utilizing both eighth and sixteenth notes, variations three

through ten appear to rely upon an alternation of rhythmical

patterns employing either eighth or sixteenth notes predomi-

nantly rather than an acceleration of the movement rhythmi-

cally. Commencing with sixteenth note patterns in the pedal

in variation eleven, the motion is -accelerated with a sextup-

let arrangement of sixteenth notes in variation twelve. Vari-

ation thirteen reverts to a sixteenth note figure ( ) alter-

nating with and is succeeded by in variation

fourteen. The culminating variations, numbers fifteen and

sixteen, revert to broader patterns of eighth notes. Vari-

ation sixteen, with its full chords, drives to the final cli-

max with an ornamenting figure at the beginning of each measure

in the rhythmic pattern

The great majority of the variations utilize the theme

in its original form as well as placement. As shown in Table

VI, only in variations eight and fourteen does the theme leave

its position in the bass, appearing in the soprano voice but

retaining the form of the initial statement. The only ex-

tens ively altered f orm of the theme occurs in variation eleven

in the pedal. Although the rhythmical arrangement of the theme



TABLE VI

TfhEMATIC TREATMENT IN THE PASSACAGLIA FROM
TH IKPINTRODUCTION AilDL PASSACAGLIA

B ROBERT GROVES

o o Basic Modifications
H0)0

-H r j WE-Measures Thematic
_________ Notes and Characteristics

Beats

(29-92)
8

(93-100)
9 & 10

(101-116)
11

(117 -124 )

12 & 13
(125-140)

14
(141-148)

(149-156)
lb

(1517-4

. . .

11b- 124

i1(&ii
120&124

1(9

. . 0 0

. 0 0

0 0 0 0

.1 -3

-o1

-

" S " S S a a " " 0 "

" 0 0 a 0 " 0 0 0 0 a

a S S S a a a a 0 " " 0

1st not ang ing tone
f igure *F.iT

ls _oen mordent figure

1st note in mordent

121 j ol&2 1st note hanging tone
igur2

12 2 1&2 Amid f igura t ion

3

" 0 a

" 0 0

" a a

157-161 all

Amid irreular figurations
o f ~eY~

Appears octave higher in
bass over pedal tone C

1 sharp159&11 jNotepchange: E to F
162 ___

63&16W all Original rh tm
shifted to'

104 - 1 Cadential note C sharp
shifted to 3rd beat &
changed to C natural

IB

S

B

B

B

S

B

B,

0 ej

1.

I I r7 n -1 n 0 1 2 -n I

I --. - W ..... ... I, ... .....

i

i
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is maintained, each thematic note is ornamented by sixteenth

note figurations. Although the original rhythm is retained

in variation sixteen, pitch modifications may be observed.

Following the last thematic note in measure 164, an extension

of six measures, in which the theme does not appear, leads to

the final climax.

The Passacaglia on a Cambrian Bass
by PhilTp Jameis t

A triple meter (3/4), which is traditional for works in

this form, is employed in the example by James. The theme,

in the tonality of G minor, is constructed of a pair of phrases,

each four measures in length. The first phrase, utilizing two

rhythmic patterns (J." and C), begins on the tonic and con.

cludes with a half cadence on the dominant. The second phrase,

including an additional rhythmic pattern in measure eight

( 1 J .1), commences identically with the f irst measure of the

initial phrase but cadences on the tonic. Fourteen variations

succeed the initial statement of the theme, which is introduced

without a harmonization.

Variation forms whidh display continuous structure, such

as the chaconne and passacaglia, appear to emphasize either

the necessity for linking the variations with figural material

in order to maintain a constant flow of movement or the di-

versity inherent in a series of variations by changing the

4 According to a program note appearing with the score,
"The ground bass in this passacaglia is one used in Welsh
folk-song literature."
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characteristic melodic and/or rhythmic figures abruptly with

each en'ry of the theme. The example by Philip James appears

to emphasize the latter method. At the outset of variations

two, seven and twelve a rest appears in the superstructure

over the thematic entry which corresponds in length to that

of the prevailing rhythmic figure. In the remaining variations

however, the figuration changes simultaneously with each entry

of the theme. One occurrence of a bridging device appears in

measure thirty-two with the introduction of the rhythmic and

melodic motive employed in variation four in the concluding

measure of variation three.

The penchant for accelerating the rhythmical movement as

the variations progress, frequently observed in the works of

late Baroque composers, is revealed here. The development

occurs in three stages, as shown in Figure 18. Variations four,

six, nine and twelve are exemplary in their use of a rhythmic

pattern whicb combines two figures almost equally. Variation

four, the rhythmical climax of the first stage, uses a com-

bination of figures which also serves as a preview of the pat-

tern employed in variation nine. The low point between the

first two stages, variation six, combines two figures observed

earlier. The pinnacle of the accelerating movement, reached

in variation twelve, utilizes a figure employed at the height

of the second stage in addition to the shortest note values

encountered in the work. Only variations one, two and nine



employ the rhythmic figures indicated in Figure 18 consist.

ently in all voices of the superstructure. In variations

Vars, Vars - rb

812 13
Varn.Var. Var.L 1 arLVar
2-3 4 5 9 11

Va r. Var. Var. Var.
1 6 1014

Fig. 18--Rhythmic development in the Pas sa a;lia
by James.

three, ten and thirteen the rhythmic patterns appear in only

one voice, whereas they alternate between the upper parts in

the remaining variations.

Unlike many examples of nineteenth and twentieth century

passacaglias, this work retains the theme in the bass (pedal)

throughout the variations. With the exception of variation

thirteen the theme is repeated unchanged from its initial pre-

sentation. In measures 106, 107, 108, 111 and 112 of vari-

ation thirteen the thematic notes appear in their original

rhythmic placement amid the regularly repeated sixteenth note

patterns . In measure 105 both thematic notes are deem

layed by half of a beat whereas the second note in measure 109

is anticipated by a fourth of a beat. In measure 110 the

rhythm of the theme (1 J ) is reversed.
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The Passacaglia for Organ and String Orchestra
by Ellis B. Kohs

According to a note in the score, the work was conwfs-

sioned by William Strickland, editor of the . W. Gray Con-

temporary Organ Series, and was first performed by E. Power

Biggs, organist, with members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra

for a radio broadcast in 1946. The arrangement by the com-

poser for organ and piano was the score used for analysis.

Except for the insertion of a quadruple meter in measures four

and 139, the work is in triple meter (3/4). The theme, intro-

duced as a basso ostinato t eme on the quarter note anacrusis

to measure thirty-eight, corresponds to a twelve-tone row. As

such it is used -s the constructive basis for measures one

throuag1 thirty-seven, which serves as an introduction. From

measures one through twelve the row is employed-seven times in

strict twelve-tone techniques, both melodically and in vertical

structures. On the other hand, in measures thirteen through

thirty-seven the strict treatment is no longer maintained. In

its initial presentation the basso ostinato theme is four

measures in length. With the exception of a quarter rest on

the second beat in measure thirty-nine, two basic rhythmic

patterns are encountered:J in measures thirty-eight

through forty and in measure forty-one . Including the

first statement, which employs a counterpoint, the theme is

utilized in thirty-one variations.
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The tendency to increase the rhythmic movement by stages

as the series of variations progress may be observed in the

exaipe by Kohs, although the accelerating rhythmic figures

are employed irregularly within the variations. The majority

of rhythmIc patterns in va riations one through four utilize

eighth note combinations whereas sixteenth note patterns ap-

pear in variations five and six. Succeeding the first rhyth-

mitoal climaw in vriation sixvariation seven reverts to

eighth note usage. The ,ovement is decreased further by the

varying arrangements oF' quarter notes in variations eight

through ten. Commencing with variation eleven a second climax

is reached and maintained through variation seventeen by the

empbogment of sixteenth note figurations. A second reduction

of U1he rhyrthmic movement appears in variations eighteen

through twenty-three with the use of eighth note combinations.

Utilizing sixteenth note figurations,a third climax is

achieved in variations tuenty-four through twenty-nine. The

fin U variations return to eighth note movement.

As indicated in Table VII, the theme appears in the bass

and retains its original Iform in variations one and two; but

for the slight rhythmic deviation in measures forty-seven

and sixty-seven (J Nc anged to ), the third and eighth

vaJ tonss vonc be thematicelly identical to variations one

and two. The remainder of tho variations modify either the

position and/or the Shape of the theme. As shown in Table VII,
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TABLE VII

THEMATIC TREAT1MENT IN THE PASSACAGLIA
BY ELLIS B. KOHS

Basic Modifications
o ei o

-Prd 9 --) X1 _ _ __ _

W zi ;j E-1 easures Thematic
.A Cd En 0%Row Characteristics

CO 0)q0 Numbers

Piano
LIH

Piano
LH

. . .

47

. .0 .

5

C 9a r 0 0 0 0

Changed from j to ci

Piano 50-53 1-12 Rhythmcompletely altered
(50-53) LI 52&53 9 Notes repeated

5 Piano 54-57 1-12 Amid f imurat patterns of
(54-,57) RH

Organ 58-&59 1-6
BH !L
LH

Alternate be hands amid
figuration

- /- -. - I-..I1 "

9 a a 0 a a a 9 0 a 9 a a a

7 Piano 62&63 7 Rhy hm completely altered
(62-05 RH 65 11 by 's and even ts

LH 69&10 Changed to ts6 12
6 Organ o F 5 Changed crom J to

(66-69) B

9 Piano 70-72 1-9 Divided between hands with
(70-73) BH notes overlapping

73 10-12 Changed toJ s; alternate
between hands

10 Organ 75-77 1-12 Rhythm changed; div ide d be-
(74-77) BH tween hands with notes

overlapping
81 Piano 78 -81 1-12 Rhythm changed t i

(78-81) L each measure

Organ
LT&B'

82 -81t

85 11-12

b3&64
85

1-10

3-71
11 &12

Rhythm changed to peated
use or figure

Rhythm changed to

Transferred to pedal

1 & 2
(38-45)

3
(46 49)

6
(58-61)

12
(82-85)

"a

7-12



TABLE VII -- Continued

0 Basic Modifications

-Prd r-4
zq Measures Thematic

, oRow Characteristics
W 0 0 E-- Numbers

13 Piano 86-89 1-12 Amid repeated use of
(86-89) BH ___ .figuration pattern

88 7 G sharp should be G natural

14 Organ 90-93 1-12 Amid figurationSW4 &1S
(90-93) RH

92 7 G sharp should be G natural

15 Organ 94-97 1-12 Amid figuration 41F=
(94-97) & alternating with each bar

Piano and each instrument
BHT 95 6&7 Rhythm changed so notes ap-

96&97 8-12 pear on each succeeding
beat

16 organ 97 1 Different lengths of notes
(98-101) & 98-100 2-12 cause overlap

Piano Piano: each note trilled
BT&B Organ: a pear.asc Is or

as 1st in in man-
uals, in pedal

17 Piano 102-103 1-12 In octaves; rhythm changed
(102-103) LH to in each measure

18 Piano 1014-111 1-12 In octaves; rhythm com-
(104 -111) BH p___ lately altered

19 Piano 111-113 1-3 In organ bass; rhythm com-
(111-119) LH pletely altered

Organ 113-119 4 Repeat bars 105-111;
,B doubled in piano and organ

(121-122)
LIano
-LH - 121-122 1-12

f T %~~~ 11~7~t -' 9 Filano
LH

I12-4-l26
.$ 1 - ' ,"pi ) - I7 - . ? F(124-126),

22
(128-129)

or gan
BH

le j - 19

._____I___ ---- -____---_-_-__---01 -

23
(130-131)

Organ
BIH 1

130-131

1- 1?

1-121

Rhythm completely altered;
in octaves; transposed m2 up
Rhythm completely altered;
in octaves; transposed m3 up
Rhythm completely altered;
overlapping result of ts
in left hand & I in right
hand
Rhythm completely altered;
overlapping result of dif-
ferent rhythms in each part

i-12
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TABLE VII -- Continued

Basic Modifications

o 02 --

4-: rd Themat-
$1Masures ic Row Characteristics

94 0 lumbers
e 0 0Oq_

24 Piano 133 1-9 Appear vertically in 4
(133-134) BH 134 10-12 chords of 3 notes each

25
(134-135)

Piano
BH

134
135

1-6
7-12

Same as var. 24 but dif-
ferent voicing of notes in
chords

26-29 Organ 136-139 all Rhythm completely altere

(136-139) BH different note values in
2 voices cause overlappi
each var. different; sam

-WIMP.l st { bars of introductii

30
(140-142)

Piano
BH

140

d;
the

ng;
e as
on

Changed to J. in lef t hand

140-141 2-8 Changed to is in right
hand

142 9
4 4- 4. -t.

31
(143-148)

Piano
BH

143-146 2-9

Changed to 4. in right hand

Rhythm completely altered;
change d to J s separated
by rests; #1 missing

a general plan of thematic location in relation to the two in-

struments may be observed. Commencing with variation five the

theme alternates between the piano and organ with each repetition

through variation fourteen. Variations five through fourteen

also correspond in length to the original form of the theme.

On the other hand, from variation twenty through variation

thirty-one the theme alternates between the instruments but
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not until the theme has been stated twice by each instrument.

In these instances, however, the variations vary from one to

two measures in length. In variations fifteen, sixteen and

nineteen the theme is presented by the piano and organ simul-

taneously.

The emplonent of similar variation techniques within

pairs of variations, a device frequently encountered in the

works by French Baroque composers, may be observed in the ex-

ample by Kohs. Variations eleven and twelve present the theme

in a similar rhythmic figure repeated against a sixteenth note

figuration. The appearance of the thematic notes amid an al-

most identical figuration scheme binds variations thirteen and

fourteen, whereas the doubling of the theme in both instrumen-

tal parts, although contrasting in character, serves to link

variations fifteen and sixteen. In variations eighteen and

nineteen the same thematic figuration is utilized; in both vari-

ations twenty and twenty-one the theme is transposed in addition

to appearing against an E flat octave tremulant in the right

hand of the piano. Against the same tremulant variations twenty-

two and twenty-three display similar thematic treatment. Vari-

ations twenty-four and twenty-five also utilize identical tech-

niques of thematic modification. Variations twenty-six through

twenty-nine, employing similar plans of thematic treatment, are

identical to the first twelve measuresof the introduction.
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Although the initial presentation of the basso ostinato

theme corresponds to a twelve-tone row, the succeeding vari-

ations vary in their employment of twelve-tone techniques.

In variations one through three and variation eight the

theme appears'in the bass in its basically unaltered form.

Only variations two and three, however, utilize a twelve-tone

device in the counterpoints; in variation two the retrograde

form of the row is used linearly whereas the retrograde

version appears in vertical structures in variation three. Of

the seven variations (numbers four, seven, eleven, twelve,

seventeen, twenty and tventy-one) which employ a rhythmic

alteration of the thematic notes, variation four alone em-

ploys a strict twelve-tone technique in the counterpoint; a

rhythmically altered fo rm of the two appears in the right hand

of' the piano. Presenting the thematic notes amid extensive

figuration, variations five, six, thirteen through sixteen and

eighteen and nineteen are devoid of twelve-tone techniques.

The remaining variations, on the other hand, display twelve-

tone devices, In variation ninethe thematic notes, divided

between tihe hands in the piano, appear in the same rhythmical

positions as encountered in the initial statement but overlap

one another due to an alteration of the lengths of the orig-

inal notes. In variation ten the thematic notes, also di-

vided between the hands, appear a s two voices and alter the

original rhyth0ic positions. The accompanying voices in both
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o: the variations, however, do not adhere to the strict

treatment of the row. The presentation of the theme, in the

piano, in variation sixteen corresponds to the original row

with the thematic notes alternating between the hands; as in

variation nine the original rhythmic positions are retained

but overlap one another. Variations twenty-two and twenty-

three Place the thematic notes in two voices adhering to the

premLises of strict row technique. Variations twenty-four and

twenty-five employ the theme vertically in chordal structures,

and variations twenty-six through twenty-nine return to the

technique encountered in variations twenty-two and twenty-

three.

The Passacaglia from the Introduction and Passacaglia
inA Minor by C. S. Lang

The traditional use of the triple meter (3/4) may be ob-

served in the twentieth century example by C. S. Lang. WVith

the exception of variation s ixteen, the initial tonality of A

minor is maintained through the work. The eight-measure theme,

introduce d in the ba ss, is constructed of two phrases, e ach

four measures in length. Utilizing one rhythmic motive ( J
the first phrase commences with a quarter note anacrusis on

the dominant and cadences on the dominant. The second phrase,

beginning on the supertonic, forms a decided contrast with the

first by its use of three different rhythmica1 figures

I4 and J 44). The final tonic cadence is the culmination of

the second phrase; the remarkably wide note range, an octave
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and a minor sixth, may be compared to that found in the theme

from the C minor Passacaglia by J. S. Bach.

Variation forms which display continuous structure, such

as the passacaglia and chaconne, often times employ some means

of bridging the cadences between the variations. The utili-

zation ofa melodic and/or rhythmica figure common to one or

the other variations was a frequently used device in the

Baroque era. Such a technique is used sparingly in the ex-

ample of Lang, appear ing only at the commencement of vari-

ations two, three, eleven, fourteen and fifteen. Forward move-

ment is created in the remaining variations by the immediate

proximity of the variations t-emselves; e. g., the cadential

figure of variat ion three, in the rhythm , is f followed,

Iter an eighth rest, by the quarter note anacrusis to vari-

ation four; variat ion eight immediately succeeds the final

cadence of variation seven with no lapse in the figural mate-

rial.

A second characteristic of variation forms which are con-

tinuous in structure is the proclivity for increasing the

rhythmic movement as the series of variations progress, Fre-

quently the acceleration takes place in successive stages.

As indicated in Figure 19, variations one through eight may

be divided into two rhythmical stages, the respective cli-

maxes boing attained in variations four and eight. Two rhyth-

mical characteristics may be obserVed in six of the variations.

In numbers four, e eight and fifteen several rhythiMic patterns,
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indicated in Figure 19, ar e utilized through out the v ari-

ati on. In variations seven, ten and eleven however, the

fir st foUr measures employ one pattern while the concluding

measures employ the Other. Only variations one through

three, five through six and nine contain a predominant use

EIr
4j 2-14I

r. Vnrs. Var, VrI Vr.tr. Vr. IVn r
3 5-6 7 115 1

T#9r .
1-2

R1g. 19-Rhythmic development in the Passacaglia
by Lang.

of one rhythmic pattern. Variations ten through fourteen

display a modified form of rhythmic movement. Although the

longer of the rhythmic patterns in variations ten and eleven

would indicate a gradual increase in the rhythmic movement,

both of them contain, in almost equal proportions, the six.

teenth pattern which is utilized predominain'tly in variations

twelve through fourteen. Variat-ion fifteen returns to the

eighth note movement which appeared in seven of the previous

variations but is interspersed with thirty-second note pat-

terns. In the f final variation the tempo is broadened by a

return to longer. note values. The retardation is further
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enhanced by the change in the tempo indication (Moderato

to Adagio).

The greater majority of variations in the present ex-

ample utilize the theme in a modified form, either in the

bass or in one of the other voices. only variations one

through three employ the theme in the bass as well as in the

original form. As shown in Table VIII, the remaining thir-

teen variations may be classified into four categories accord-

ing to the types of thematic modification. Within these groups

a general scheme of thematic position is discernible. Vari-

ations five, eight, ten and sixteen display two characteristics

in common; they present the theme in the top voice and con-

tain only a few alterations of the original form. Variation

ten, on the other hand, exhibits an additional feature; the

last four measures transfer the theme to the top voice in the

left hand. In the final variation, number sixteen, an ad-

ditional alteration is presented by the change to the major

mode. A second group of variations, numbers seven, nine,

eleven, twelve, thirteen and fifteen, alter the first four

measures with. a figure utilized consistently and return to

the original form of the theme, generally speaking, in the

concluding four measures. In measure 121 of variation twelve

a thematic substitution is used, and in measure 129 of vari-

ation thirteen the thematic notes are reduced to one-half of

their original length. Other minor deviations from the
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TABLE VIII

THEMATIC TREAThENT I TN THE PASSACAGLIA FROM TIH
INTRODUCTION AL1D PPSSACAGLiA IN A MI\IOR

C. S. LANG

BasIc Modificat ions
0 ro0

P d 4-Measures Thematic
d e;j Notes and Characteristics.-do aoesan

C 0 o Beats

1 -3 B ...
(19- 0)

4 551-3 - Appear as ist notes of
('1-58) varying figurations

x-52 - 3 Ist note ol igur torn

$7 -1& ist note o f Deated
figurat ion

531&57- 3 Appear irregularly amid
54-57 all different loth note

&58 figurations

5 S 6 -3 beat iate; 2nd note of
(b9- )figuration i

62 3 Delayed beat by fig.

6 T 07-74all Rhythmic pat tern in bars
(07-74) 22% &/-,I gIaItheM e

- ) occurs 3
times; thematic notes are
shifted rhythmic ar a.s

I..result

B 75-78

75-78

2179-811 ai

B

S

82
I I

85
j
.1

1 1 *
00 .1

- 1

-3

Red to S
byJ)#m

Reduced to ts
by

followed

followed

Reduced to

- beat late; 21 note of
figuration

3 bect earl d to
figuration

7
(75-82)

8
(83-90)

-ft

a i -- , , m ." I j- . , , . - , , OW OW
I . 1 0 1 I - I . - 06 1

-11
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TABLE VIII -- Continued

Basic Modifications

H M 4 easu re Thematic
9[l0botes and Characteristics

0 oBeats

9 B 91-9 J - 3 Delayed beat by ;
(91-98) reduced to

10 S 101 -3 Delayed beat by fig.
(99-106) 102 3 Delayed beat by 7

reduced to

T10.3-',to ob all. . . . . . . . . . . . .

13
(123-130)

(131-138)

107-110

107-110

115-118

115-117

121

123-126

- 1

i-I

J- 3

-m

Reduced to s; f ollowe
by rhytlrmnc f ig. 4 7
De laye dE beat by preced-
in' lower neighbor fig.

Re duc e d to I sf1oe
bs

-1st note in changing tone
f ig.

iTrond note G i place-ofE

Reduced toJs & repeated
on last of 2nd beat in
f ig. Y

1 26 - 3 Delayed be t by 7;
reduced to

129

131-134

131-133

132&134

135
136

137

j- all

I

Reduced to4 "s in fig.

7 17 v;
1st note in 8-note f ig-
uration of Is

3 2nd note in fg.

3 1s t note in f ig.

Re duee d to s; fol owedby
its octave & return ( )

all Reduced to ts in fig-.

10
(107-114)

B

12 s
(11j-i'22)I

B

T

-

tj

Ile
-

or

1114*

ljowolm W#. *44 - i

B

-j

-

-1

e -



TABLE VIII -- Continued

o u ~ CBasic Modifications

Measures Thematic
TNotes and Characteristics

Beats

1 B 139-142 e1 educed to
Q1) A N 6a-L _)j -L I

142 Thematic note missing:

143 1 Reduced to 2nd note
In f__ __

143 -3 Reduced toJ in fig.

16 S 147-1,5 all Modulation to maj or mode
(147-154)

149 -3 Delayed beat by preced-
ing fig.

prei-se of the group appear in measures i142 through 144 of

variatIon fifteen. Were it not for variation twelve, which

presents the teme in the soprano voice, the group as a whole

could b e said to have retained the theme in the bass. Vari-

ition fourteen would it into the same classification we're it

not for the freer use ol the theme in the first four measures

and the octave displacements of the notes longer than an

eig ht in the concuding four measures. An interesting de-

vice may be observed in measures seventy-five th rough

seventy-eight of variation seven; the first four measures of

the theme appear in the soprano, albeit in a highly altered

form rhythmic ally, in addition to its presentat ion in the bass.
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The training variations, numbers four and six, must be

placed in a third category. In variation four the theme

appears as the soprano voice but is so extensively altered

rhythmically that, with the exception of the first three

measures, the thematic notes seldom correspond in their

placement within the measures to that of the original state.

ment. In variation six, the theme appears as the tenor voice;

as a result of irregular rhythmical alterations however, the

theme is diminished to seven measures in length.

Dirg (Passacaglia) by Douglas Moore

The twentieth century example of the basso ostinato form

by Douglas Moore utilizes the traditional triple meter (3/4).

The theme, introduced in the pedals (bass) without a harmoni-

zation, commences with an anacrusis on the second alf of beat

two on the supertonic and cadences on the tonic, the second

beat of measure five. The tonaiity of the work is D minor.

In addition to the unusual length of ive measures, the tonic

cadence on a t eme consisting of a single phrase places this

work outside the traditional practice. InlIke the reguarl

reappearing rhythmical patterns ofIttimezs seen in examples

written dUrin, the Baroque period, no two measures are rhyth-

mically identical in the example by Moore. But for the intro-

ductory figure in the first measure ( ) hich reappcars in

the same rhythmical location in measure two, the only use of

similar material is limited to the repetition of the tonic-
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supertonic figure at the beginning of measure two (, J) an
octave higher on the first and second beats of measure three.

Twenty-one variations succeed the initial statement of the

theme.

Inherent in the traditional concept of a series of vari-

ations over a basso ostinato theme is the supposition that the

variations will coincide with the repetitions of the theme.

In the example by Moore, however, a departure from the tradi-

tional concept may be observed. Although the theme is re-

peated at the regular interval of five measures, the points of

change in the variation material do not coincide always with

the thematic repetitions. Often the measures employing similar

rhythmic and melodic patterns are presented in groups over

several thematic statements. The number of measures of the

variations, however, may be greater or lees than the respective

theme. The result is almost that of a through-composed work.

As indicated in Figure 20, the superstructure in variations

one through four coincides regularly with each entry of the

theme. Due to the employment of similar variation techniques

variations one and two may be paired, as may variations three

and 'our. Measures twenty-six through th irty-five, on the

Oter h-and, present the first irregular use of the variation

material; the characteristic rhythmic patterns introduced at

the beginning of variation five terminate in measure twenty-

nine w-ereas the sixth entry of the theme appears in measure

thirty-o.ne. Measure's thrty-six through forty-five
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Ver.

Counterpoint
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Theme
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6-10 11-15 16-20 f 21-25 26-30 31-35
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160 41-45 46-50 51-55 56-r0 61-45
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14 15

81-85 1 86-901 91-95-]
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Couinteprpoint
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Theme
Milea8.a
Vasr.

97 98 - 105 106-lIE

96m100jlO-105; 106-liE
19 20 21

Fig. 20--Arrangement of counterpoints with thematic
appearances in Dirge by Moore.

(encompassing both variation seven and eight) utilize an ex-

tended superstructure. Commencing with measure forty-six the

melodic and rhythmic patterns group themselves irregularly

over v ariations nine through fifteen, culminating simultaf-

neously with the entry of the sixteenth repetition of the

78

I ,I
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theme in measure eighty. Similarly,variatIons sixteen through

twenty display an irregular grouping of the variation material

between measures eighty-one and 105. Against the final entry

of the theme in measure la6 new melodic and rhythmic patterns

are introduced.

The question of melodic and/or rhythmic bridging is, to

some extent, an ambiguous one in the example by Moore clue to

the great irregularity in the counterpoint as opposed to the

thematic repetitions shown in Figure 20. At the points where

the superstructure coincides with the thematic entries, the

principal of melodic and/or rhythmic bridging may be observed

as a result of the commencement of the theme on the latter

1alf o the second beat, whereas the variation material is

initiated at the beginning of the measure.

The acceleration of the rhythmIc movement during the

course of a work, a technique characteristic of variation

forms exhibition continuous structure, is presented and de-

veloped with less regularity in the example by Moore than is

to be observed in many of the Baroque works. An overall plan

of rhythmic acceleration is to be seen which closely parallels

the framework of inconsistently defined variations indicated

in Figure 20. The majority of the measures in variations one

thror4h four utilize combinations of half, quarter and eighth

notes in various patterns. Commencing with variation five a

greater use of sixteenth note combinations than encountered
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previously may be observed. Without any preview variation

sixteen quickly introduces lengthy scale Passages in thirty-

second notes and sixteenth notes arranged in sextuplets which

are carried over into the first three measures of variation

seventeen. At this unusual point, in relation to the theme,

the rhythmic mrovement is retarded by a return of sixteenth

note patterns which are retained through variation twenty.

The cIimax is reached in variation twenty-one with return

of the thirty-second note scale passages of variation sixteen.

Unlike the irregular treatment accorded the variations,

the repetitions of the theme are remarkably similar to the

original form. The greatest nimiber of thematic appearances,

sixteen, occur in the bass. In statements twelve, thirteen

and fifteen they appear an octave higher while preserving the

form of the initial statement. The fourteenth repetition of

the theme appears in the pedal but is rhythmically altered,

in measure seventy-two, by changing the dotted quarter note

to a quarter and an eighth rest. of the remnainiig four the-

Latic appearances, numbers eight, rnine and ten transfer the

theme to the left hand, and in variation eleven the theme is

iven to the top voice of the r-Ight hand. Three of the repe-

titions, numbers seven, nine and eleven, utilize the lorm of

the original statement of the theme. In measure forty-five

of number eight, the leap of a major sixth down is inverted

to a ninor third above, the remainder of the theme appearing

an octave higher as a result.
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The Passacaglia from the Passacaglia and Fugue
in D Minor by Gardner Read

The twentieth century example by Gardner Read employs a

triple meter (3/4). The theme is constructed of two phrases,

each four measures in length. Two rhythmical patterns (

and JJ) are utilized, with the pattern appearIng in the

third measure of each phrase only. Commencing with a quarter

note anacrusis on the dominant, the first phrase utilizes

two alterations of the D minor scale, a raised seventh and

raised fourth, before cadencing on the dominant. Beginning

witL the same note as employed in the first phrase, the

second phrase incorporates two uses of the lowered supertonic

and one of the lowered leading tone before the final cadence

on the tonic is reached. The initial unharmonized statement

of the theme is followed by eighteen variations.

The treatment of the cadential points plays an important

role in creating the continuous structure characteristic of

the chaconne and passacaglia forms. Two types of bridging

devices may be observed. As an introduction to the majority

of the variations, the initial thematic note is stated alone;

the rhythmic movement in the upper voices is therefore stopped

briefly after whicb ithe melodic and rhythmic figuration of

the succeeding variation commences. The interval of time be-

tween the superstructure of the two juxtaposed variations may

vary from an eighth note (as in variations two, three, four

and five), a sixteenth note (in variations eight, twelve,

sixteen and eighteen) or a dotted quarter note (in variations
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eleven and f fifteen) . Only variations six, th.irteen., four-

teen and seventeen retain the rhythmic movement by intro"

duc ing the characte-rist ic f igure pr ior to the entry of the

t hema t ic note.

A second important featur e of variation f orms continu-

OUS in s tructure is the proclivity for increase hig the rhyth-

1m.1ic movement as the variations progress. In the example by

Read the rhythmic development appears 'in two stages. As in-

dicated in Figure 21, the rhythmic f figures are gradualUy in-

creased, culminating in the thirty-second note patterns in

variation ten. Following the slower f igure in var iation

ir.
10

rrrs. rs rs.

Tir.

.V 
a r ,

Vfrir Va- r.

4rs.
1-3

Fig. 21--Rhythmic development in the Passacaglia
by Read.

eleven, the figuration returns to sixteenth note patterns in

variation twelve which is maintained, in varied combinations,

through the remaining variat ions* Al tho ugh the first stage



utilized shorter note patterns in its climax, the pinnacle

of the second stage, countered in the final variation, is

cre ted by the utilization of first inversion triads doubled

in the manuals at a greater dynamic level. The majority of

the variations are constructed of a single rhythmical motive

which is maintained througThout the variation, although it may

be restricted to only one or two voices. Variations four,

five, six, seven, fifteen and seventeen display the latter

characteristic whereas variations eight through fourteen and

eighteen are constructed of the one pattern only. Variation

sixteen is an exception; each of the three voices in the super-

structure presents a separate rhythmical plan whic is us

heatedly through. the variation. The first three variations,

on the other hand, utilize a variety of patterns in no con-

sistent order.

Similar to the ralority of basso ostinato compositions,

the theme of Gardner Reads example appears altered in place-

ment as weIi as elodically ?nd rhythmically. Eight of the

variations, numbers one through five, eight, sixteen and

eighteen, retain the theme in the bass and the theme in its

original form. As a result of the thematic treatment the re-

maining ten variations may be grouped into three classifi-

cat ions. The greatest Inumber of modified repetitions of the

tem occur in the ca-tegorr in which the thee s retained

in the pedal but altered rhythimically and/or melodically.
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Within this group, as indicated in Table IX, variations nine,

fifteen and seventeen are similar by their alteration of the

third beat in the measures which carried the original rhythm

S4 . In variations ten and eleven the thematic notes are

all reduced to eighths; whereas variation ten employs octave

leaps between the thematic notes, variation eleven substi-

tutes eighth and quarter rests.

The transference of the modified theme to the left hand

in variations twelve and thirteen is the basis for the second

category. Utilizing extensive sixteenth note figuration,

both variations retain the first thematic note on the first

beat in each measure, although reduced to eighths, but vary

the rhythmical positions of the others.

The remaining three variations, numbers six, seven and

fourteen, transfer the theme to the soprano. part. Although

variation seven utilizes the theme in its original form.,

variations six and fourteen present a modified version of it.

Variation six is characterized by a rhythmic shift of the

majority of the thematic notes, whereas variation fourteen

consists of a broken chord figuration within which the the-

matic notes are borne on the first and last sixteenth notes

of each measure except measures 115 and 119.

Within the variations, three forms of canonic citation

may be observed. In addition to the presentation of the theme

in the bass in variation four, the theme also appears in the

left hand in canon at the octave a measure later; the orig-

inal quarter notes on the third beats appear as eighths,



TABLE IX

THEMATIC TREATMI]ENT IN THE PASSACAGLIA FROM THE
PASSACAGLIA A1D FUGUE IN D MINOR

BY HARDER READ

Basic Modifications

.- P Measures Thematic
F Cd Notes and Characteristics

. $ Beats

. . .

J1 Delayed u until 2nd beat by
-7; the Jiis a repetition
of last note in barebefore

49-55 - 3 Changed to 's; delayed
until 1st half of 3rd
beat by 7ts

52&56- Delayed until 2nd half of
beat by 7 rs

-2

_______ 4 -t

3
-4 ~,-~-- 4

.1 -o3
- 2

1

Delayed until 1st half of
3rd beat & changed to Is

Appear in fig.7 1st &
3rdz's are an octave below

Reduced toJ ? s

Reduced to4 ?s; followed by
octave leap down

Reduced toi'ts; delayed }
beat by octave above

Reduced to , s; followed by

-I - . -i Ar ,,._- - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - -

-3 Changed toJi s; delayed
until 2nd half 3rd beat
by 7

1-5
(9-48)

6
(491-56)

B

S

. .

jI
--- ---- -- ---- -- -

s

B

B

B

. . .0

72-74
76-78
81-87

. . .

. . .

1-3

ai1, 1

7
(57-o4)

8
(65-72)

9
(73-80)

10
(81-88)

(89-96)

89-w5 J
86&87
83&87
o9-990
92-94 ji
89-95

U'

'10 oft"

- ---- --

-;--

B



TABLE IX --Continued

Basic Modifications
0 0

4-)r Measures Thematic
Notes and Characteristics

d 0Beats

12 T 97-104 all-1 Reduced to 4s
(97-104)

96-98 -3 Appears as lst in
101-102 lowere ighbor f igurat ion

99,102 -"3 Appears as 2nd J in
&103 loe e ighbor f igurat ion

99&10-3 J1-2 Chan dt t S____1 _____ Changed to Jt

13
(105-112)

T 105-112 all-1 Changed to i Is; followe
by & chordal outline

104-106 3 Changed to is; delayed
108-111 beat

107 -3 Changed to

107&111 1J -2 First of fig. X.
111

3allo Appears as amid
(113-120) fiauration

113-120 -3 Appears as last amid
f igura t ion f~

115 -_2_' Missing
119 -2 Appears as 2nd note in

figuration ~~~
15

(121-128)
B 120-122

124-125

126

-j, 3

-3

2n note in figuration
J ;preceded by

lower octave

1st note in figuration
7 ;followed by
upper octave

86
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TABLE IX -- Continued

(Do Basic Modifications
o tI O e

W42r 0E1Measures hematic
80Notes and Characteristics

0 00Beats

16 B . . . . . . . . . .

(129-136 )
17 B 136-143 J 3 Changed tots in fig.

(137-144 )
139&143 - 2 Lengthened by fig.

18 B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(145-152)

however. In variation five the top voice presents the theme

in canon with the bass but with the following modifications;

the direction of each leap is the opposite of the original,

and the three quarter noteS in measure forty-four are in re-

verse order. The third form of canonic imitation occurs in

variation three in which the top voice appears in a rhythmical

canon with the left hand one and one-half beats late.

The Toccata alla Passacaglia
by Humphrey Searle

Unlike many of the twentieth century examples entitled

chaconne or passacag , which comprise this study, the work

by Searle presents many striking departures from the tradi-

tional concept of the two basso ostinato forms inherited from

the Baroque era. Perhaps the most obvious reason is the em-

ployment of a system of tonal organization that is indigenous



to the twentieth century: namely, the twelve-tone technique

of composition. Secondly, the title itself indicates the

presence of another form with the possibility of an additional

set of characteristics.

One of the most noticeable departures from the tradi-

tional use of the f orms may be found in the appearance of the

theme. Although the form of the row which is to become the

basis of the composition is found in the bass of the first

seventeen measures, it has none of the characteristics of a

basso ostinato theme. Instead, it may be more aptly described,

as the underpinning of an extended toccata-like introduction

to the actual passaaglia. It is not until measures eighteen

through twenty-four that the row begins to assume the guise of

a' basso ostinato theme. Since the first statement of the theme

contains a counterpoint above it will be designated as the

first of ten variations. Whereas a variety of metric signa-

tures were employed in the preceding measures, measure eighteen

returns to the opening meter of 3/4, which is to remain thiiough-

out the first three variations of the passacaglia theme. In

addition, these three variations conform to the eighteenth

century practice of using a single rhythmic pattern. Except

for the final measure of the second and third statements, the

figures or cj jare maintained consistently. Opposed to

traditional practice, however, is their order of appearance.

No two of the three variations employ the same arrangement.

Variation one begins with the quarter note as an anacrusis;



variation two begins with the quarter note on the first beat;

variation three, however, commences with the half note on the

strong beat.

Continuous structure is an important characteristic of

the Passacaglia by Searle as it is with the great majority

of works entitled chaconne or passacalia. One typical de-

vice for sustaining the forward movement through a cadence

may be observed at the close of variation, two. The rhyth-

mical motive which is to distinguish variation three is intro-

duced against the final thematic note of variation two. Vari-

ations two, four, seven, nine and ten are introduced, rhyth-

mically, by a different technique. A rest, equal to the pre-

vailing note values of the motive, always precedes the actual

motive although the first thematic note has sounded. Since

variations five, six and eight use the same rhythmic motive

as the variations which preceded them, there is no break in

the movement.

The tendency to increase the rhythmic movement as the

series of variations progress was a technique frequently

utilized in the Baroque era. Either the advancement took

place in successive stages or the first rise in the rhythmic

level was maintained with little change. The latter device

is one which most clearly describes the example by Searle.

The first variation introduces combinations of eighth and

quarter note figures. In variation two the quarter note

dominates but is employed almost consistently in syncopated
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figures. In variation three the use of syncopated patterns

is retained, but the movement is increased to include eighths

in a triplet arrangement alternating with those in a duple

pattern. Beginning with variation four the movement is ac-

celerated by the use of sixteenths which is maintained through-

out the succeeding five variations with little interruption.

The final variation utilizes rhythmical patterns encountered

in the first three variations, thus retarding the rhythmic

movement.

Until this point in the discussion the composer's utili-

zation of the twelve-tone technique has not proved to be the

major factor in the dissimilarities found between this work

and its eighteenth century ancestors. A comparison along the

lines of thematic treatment, however, will show the importance

of the technique. The theme, as it is stated in variation one,

is never to appear in its same rhythmical form again; melod-

ically, the same pitches reappear only in variation nine. As

indicated in Figure 22, eight of the statements of the theme

are those modifications characteristic of the twelve-tone

technique of writing: inversion of the row in retrograde. Agaist

the original form of the row in variation one the counterpoint

is constructed of two forms of the row, both employed line-

arly. In measures nineteen through twenty-two, shown in Fig-

ure 22, the otherwise strict use of the row contains one repe-

tition: the first note is used again. During the second use
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Fig. 22---Continued
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of the row the tenth note in the row is missing from the count.

erpoint but occurs at that point in the theme, a practice which

may be observed in this work. Variation two exhibits an ad-

ditional characteristic in the counterpoint: the row is used

in two-voiced vertical structures. Counter to the strict

style, however, there are many repetitions of the notes. Vari-

ation three, which uses three and four-voiced structures, con-

tains even more note repetitions. Both forms of the row in

the counterpoint have notes missing which may be located in

the theme at the correct point in the row. Variation four re-

turns to the linear use of the row with two additional points

of interest. Instead of beginning with the first note of the

inversion, it commences with the third leaving the first two

until the end. Both the first and third appearances of the

row in the counterpoint contain notes which are missing al-

togetYer. A discrepancy may be seen within the retrograde in-

version form in the bass; the fourth and tenth notes in this

sequence are the same and one note is missing. In other ap-

pearances of the retrograde inversion the fourth note is the

one that is missing which may indicate a mistake in the score.

As indicated in Figure 22, the fifth and sixth variations are

linked by the second of the two uses of the inversion of the

row, which overlaps both variations. This statement of the

inverted row presents another departure from the strict

twelve-tone technique: each measure is constructed of three

notes in a pattern of four sixteenths and repeated three times
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use of the theme, the last four notes are in vertical struc-

tures, as are all the notes in variation six. Within the ver-

tical structures of variation six an unusual use of the row may

be seen. Although the first seven notes conform to the retro-

grade inversion form of the row, the last four are found in

the inversion. Variation seven returns the theme to the pedal

but employs only the first nine notes. of the retrograde in-

version. Measures fifty-five through fifty-eight, called

variation eight in Figure 22, contain several uses of the row

but none which bear any resemblance to the earlier bass themes,

and hence have been listed as one variation. Within a fig-

uration pattern of sixteenth notes alternating between the

hands, measures fifty-five and fifty-six and measure fifty-

seven utilize the strict inversion and original form of the

row simultanelusly. Although the twelve notes of the row are

utilized in measure fifty-eight, their order of appearance

does not conform to any of the four previous uses of the row,

hence the question mark in Figure 22. Variation nine returns

the original form of the row to the pedal and presents the ret-

rograde inversion in the left hand. Again, the right hand

contains all the notes of the two but in none of the arrange-

ments encountered before. A similar use of the technique em-

ployed in the counterpoints in measures forty-five through

forty-nine may be seen in variation nine. In the final vari-

ation a modified form of the row may be seen in the bass.



Five of the notes are the result of the melodic intervals of

the original row whereas the remaining six, excluding the

first note, are based on the inversion of the other interVals.

The vertical structures in the manuals appear to have no con-

nection with the row. A chord is constructed in the last two

measures which contains ten of the twelve notes of the row.

The Chacony from the Canon, Chacony and
Fugue by Leo Sowerby

The triple meter (3/4) utilized in the second movement is

characteristic of the Baroque chaconne and passacaglia forms.

Dissimilar to the typical tonic or dominant beginning of the

Baroque themes the quarter note anacrusis is on the seventh

scale degree. The cadence on the E flat tonic, unusual in a

traditional four-measure theme, is preceded by three altered

scale steps in the theme: the lowered seventh and third and

the raised fourth. The theme consists of one phrase, four

measures in length, and is constructed of a single rhythmic

figure (J 3 ) duplicated in every measure. Succeeding the

initial statement of the theme, presented with an inverted

tonic pedal, are twenty-two variations.

Melodic and/or rhythmic bridging is a technique fre-

quently used for creating forward movement in a structurally

continuous form employing a thematic tonic cadence. The de-

vice is particularly conspicuous in the example by Sowerby,

appearing in some form in all but variations nineteen through
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twenty-two. Among the first eighteen variations the tech-

nique appears most clearly between those variations contain-

ing the greater contrasting motives. In those instances the

melodic and rhythmic motives are introduced prior to the the-

matic entrance. At the commencement of variation seven, on

the other hand, the device appears in a less recognizable

guise due to the close relationship of the figurative pattern

with that employed in variation six; the rhythmic motive seen

in the upper voices of variation six ( ) is transferred

to the middle voices of variation seven. In variations thir-

teen, fourteen, fifteen and eighteen the cadential bridging is

also partially obscured by the similarity of the rhythmic pat-

terns.

The penchant for accelerating the rhythmic movement en-

countered in numerous Baroque example of the form is not as

obvIous in the example by Sowerby. Rather, the variations

may be grouped into several sections based on the similarity

of patterns employed. Variations one through eight utilize

numerous combinations of closely related half, quarter and

eighth notes. This relationship is accentuated by the ap-

pearance, in variations five through eight, of more than one

pattern employed consistently in the variation. The figure

appearing in the lower voice of variation five (JJ7) also

appears as one of the two rhythmic motives in variation six

and again in variation eight in addition to a pattern (j.7 4)
which was stated initially in variation seven. Variations nine
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through thirteen may be classified as a second group due to

the appearance of sixteenth note patterns. Again the interre-

lationships are apparent as may be seen by tbe duplication of

the f gure in variations nine, ten and thirteen. A

third group consists of variations fourteen through eighteen.

The sixteenth note patterns disappear, and the return of re-

lated groups of- half, quarter and eighth notes found in the

first section may be observed. Furthermore, in each of the

variations a combination of several rhythmic plans is utilized.

Variations nineteen through twenty-two are a fourth and final

group based on the repetition of the same rhythmic plan

(j I 7&0) in each variation except number twenty-two which

reverses the pattern

The treatment accorded the theme, as it is repeated

throughout the work, follows more traditional lines. Only

in the final variation is the theme presented in any voice

otber than the bass; it appears in the top of the manual parts

over a tonic pedal. In addition, the theme undergoes only

minor rhythmical alterations. The original form is utilized

in the first seven variations; except for the octave trans-

position variations eight and eleven would be identical to

the initial statement. In variations nine and ten the quarter

notes on the first beat of each measure are tied to an eighth

followed by an eighth rest. The most frequently used modi-

fication, employed in variations twelve through seventeen,

consists of the rhythmic figure J 7TJ, substituting for the
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original. Variations eighteen through twenty-one introduce

the equivalent figure . The pitches, on the other hand,

are never changed.

The Passacaglia from the SMphony
inG Maor by Leo Sowerby

The third movement, entitled Passacaglia, utilizes a

triple meter of 3/2. Similar to many Baroque examples of the

form the movement is constructed on an eight-measure theme

divided into two four-measure phrases. Whereas the first

phrase comes to a close on the sixth scale step, the final

cadence is on the tonic, a frequently encountered practice

with themes of this length. The origin of the rhythmic

structure of the themes may also be traced to the Baroque peri-

od. Basically, only two rhythmic patterns are employed,

o0 andJJJ , with the latter making only one appearance, in

the second phrase. The one exception occurs in the penulti-

mate measure, consisting of the reverse of the initial fig-

ure 0 . The unharmonized first statement of the theme is

succeeded by thirty-three variations.

One of tre distinguishing characteristics of the chaconne

and assaclia forms is the continuation of movement through

the inherent cadence at the end of each variation, k own as

continuous structure. This forward movement may be ccom-

plished, primarily, by two means. Either the melodic and/or

rhythmic motives of one of the two adjacent variations will

form a bridge at the cadence, or the transition from one



variation to another will occur without a break in the move-

ment. Of the thirty-three variations in the example by

Sowerby, only six employ the first device. Variations nine,

ten and twenty introduce their distinctive motives even be-

fore the cadential measures of the variations preceding them.

Whereas the first variation commences one beat before the the-

matic entry, variations four and twelve extend their motives

beyond the thematic anacrusis of the succeeding variations.

With the exception of variation twenty-three, the remaining

variations sustain the continuity of movement by their proxi-

mity. Variation twenty-three, on the other hand, employs the

same motives as variation twenty-two.

In addition, continuous structure is frequently enhanced

by an increase in the rhythmic movement as the series of vari-

ations progress. The example by Sowerby, however, does not

appear to utilize the device to any great extent. Variation

fourteen, with its use of eighth note combinations, is not

preceded by any gradual rise in the rhythmic movement nor is

variation thirty, which employs the only use of sixteenth

note figures to be found in the work. Rather, the periodic

climaxes are the result of increased dynamic levels. The

principle. behind an increase in the rhythmic movement finds

its application here. The first such climax, variation six-

teen, has been preceded by a gradual development toward that

end, although its rhythmical structure consists only of half

notes. The second, and final, climax is the result of a

similar development.
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The principle of thematic modification is one that has

been adhered to throughout the history of the chaconne and

passacaglia forms against the theoretical definition of the

term basso ostinato. In the example by Sowerby, on the other

hand, the theme appears in its original form in all but one

variation, although it makes its appearance in voices other

tlan the bass in six of the variations. In variation twenty-

one the theme undergoes a rhythmical change: all the notes

are reduced to quarter notes with rests in between. Vari*

ations trenty-nine, thirty and thirty-one employ the theme in

the soprano voice while variations twenty-seven, twenty-eight

and thirty-two present it in the tenor. The principal inter-

est concerning treatment of the theme is due to the appearance

of other forms of the theme with the original. Three of the

variations employ it in canon. In the soprano voice of vari-

ation seventeen and the tenor voice of variation twenty-four,

beginning a measure later, it is presented in canon at the

octave with the pedal. In the soprano voice of variation

twventy-seven, it appears at the dominant. Variations eighteen

and nineteen contain a more unusual variant of the theme.

Against the original form in the pedal the soprano voice pre-

sents the strict retrograde inversion of the theme transposed

a fifth above. The retrograde inversion form again makes its

appearance in the soprano voice of variation nineteen but in

the original tonality of G major. An additional thematic

variant appears in the soprano voice of variation twenty: that

of a melodic inversion but; altered for tonal reasons. It is
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utilized again, but in the tenor voice, in variation twenty-

one, The most complex use of the thematic variants is to be

found in variation twenty-two. Against the original state-

ment in the pedal the soprano again presents the melodic in-

version form introduced in variation twenty while the tenor

contains the inversion variant transposed an octave and a

fourth lower. The only exception to the original statement

of the inversion form is the lowered seventh used in the so-

prano. Variation thirty reverses the positions used in vari-

ations twenty, twenty-one and twenty-two. The original theme

appears in the soprano whereas the altered variant employed

in the soprano in variation twenty- xo is carried by the pedal.

The Passacaglia from the Introduction, Passacaglia
and Fugue by Healey Willan

The influence of the nineteenth century may be seen by

the inclusion of the basso ostinato form within a multimove-

ment work. The use of'a triple meter,3/ in the present ex-

ample, has its origins in the sixteenth century. In addition,

the employment of an eight-measure theme consisting of two four-

mesure phrases is frequently seen in Baroque chaconnes and

passacaglias. In the example by Willan, on the other hand,

additional thematic features may be observed which do not have

their origins ih the Baroque era. The dominant cadence at

the end of each phrase is preceded by a raised fourth, in the

key of E flat minor, which- emphasizes that tone to the point

of a temporary modulation. In both cases, whether it is the

first note of the second phrase or the first strong beat in



the first phrase, it is followed by the tonic note of E flat

minor. Unlike the Baroque rhythmic plan of equal note values

or a single rhythm, the theme by Willan utilizes two basic

rhythms:j J in five of the measures andjiJJn the third

measure of the first phrase and the second measure of the

second. The final phrase terminates uniquely with the rhyth-

mic pattern J The first statement of the theme, pre-

sented alone in the pedal, is followed by eighteen variations.

An important characteristic of the chaconne and passa-

cag ia forms throughout their history is the use of continu-

ous structure. Forward movement, therefore, becomes neces-

sary whenever the cadences between variations are disregarded.

The two important devices for continuing the movement may be

observed in the example by Willan. First, is the presence of

a half cadence terminating the theme, which serves to propel

0 movement toward the tonic in the succeeding thematic state-

ment although the melodic and/or rhythmic motives may have

changed at that point. Variations five, seven, twelve, four-

teen and eighteen begin in such a manner. On the other.hand,

the cadence may be bridged by overlapping the motives. Two

forms of motivic bridging may be observed. At the beginning of

variations two, six, eleven, sixteen and seventeen the new

melodic patterns are introduced in one of the voices while

the motives of the previous variations are 'retained momen-

tarily in another voice even though the anacrusis of the new

thematic statement has been sounded. At the commencement
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of the remaining seven variations, the motives of the termi-

nating variations are continued in all the voices of the

superstructure against the anacrusis of the next variation.

Another means of creating forward movement may be seen

in the gradual employment of shorter rhythmic figures as the

series of variations advance. Although variations four, nine,

ten, twelve and thirteen contain extended use of sixteenth

note patterns the ascent to these levels of greatest rhythmic

movement is irregular. One reason is that the majority of

the variations contain many rhythmic patterns which serve to

destroy any continuity of growth. Rather, climatic points

are achieved by means of dynamic levels.

Notwithstanding the implied meaning of basso ostinato,

few examples of chaconnes and passacaglias maintain the theme

in the bass and in its original form. As shown in Table X,

twelve variations may be observed to present the theme in the

lowest part without change from the literal bass. The only

occasion in which it is employed in another voice is in vari-

ation six although the modifications in the theme itself are

minor. Variations twelve, fifteen and sixteen share similar

techniques of modification; the half notes contain the princi-

pal alterations. The two remaining variations present the

greatest changes from the initial statement. Both contain a

change of meter; variation eight also employs a change of

mode. The treatment accorded the theme in variation eleven

is unique concerning placement. Within the framework of four
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TABLE X

THEMATIC TREATMENT IN THE PASSACAGLIA FROM THE
IT RODUCTION, PASSACAGLIA A1ND FUGUE

BY HEALEY VWILLAN

Basic Modifications
-ao v

'H C dE-Measures Thematic
P0 Notes and Characteristics

Beats

5 B . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(54-93)

6 S 93&9 - 3 Reduced tot; leaps down
(94-101) to chord tone in

94&9- I1Reduced to4. on nd beat;
preceded by J accented
passing tone

98j- 1 Reduced to on 1st beat
followed by leap to
chord tone

7 - 10
(102-133)

11

(134-141)

B . .*

134-141

. .

0 0

. . . . . . 0 . . . .

Meter changed to 9/80

133-3T Notes in pedal
13-1

134-3 Transferred to tenor
135 J 1

135 - 3 Transferred to alto
136 all
137, -1

137-3 Transferred to soprano
138 - 1

138 - 3 Transferred to alto
139 all

14 0&14 1 all Transferred to tenor
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TABLE X -- Continued

0 Basic Modifications

d $ 0 dEMeasures Thematic
C Notes and Characteristics

c Beats

12
(142-149)

14 1&142

146

-3

-l

First of group of s4 t
moving down stepwise

Nip p M.

Reduced to ; followed by
moving down stepwise

13&1 B .0.0.0. . .

15 B 166&167 J- 1 Reduced to ; followed
(166-173) 169&170 by Its octave

172

168&171 7 J1-l&2 Changed to even IS

16
(V74 -181)

174&175
177&178

180

- 1

i I- ii- , 0 1mo

176&179 4J -1&2

Reduced to 4' s;' delayed
until 2nd beat by. rests;
3rd beats introduced by
grace notes

Changed tolI"l; preceded by
rest on lst beat

17 B 190-198 9 measure extension in
(182-.198) which theme is not used

18
(199-210)

199-210

199-207

I-2o8-2:L I

. 0 .

-4. 1

all

. . .*

Meter changed to 4/4;
changed of mode to paral-
le I ma jor
Although only thematic
notes are used, their
rhythmic placement is com-
pletely changed from that
of the original
3-measure extension; no
use of theme

B

B

B

k-wWww"Ift"O., . . I - d I WOW"
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contrapuntal voices the theme appears at various times in all

the voices; ascending from the bass to the soprano it returns

again to the bass. Allowing for the change of meter to 9/8

the basic rhythm of the t. eme is maintained. In variation

eighteen the theme appears in its most altered form, rhythmi-

cally. Divided into s mall sections in the pedal it also is

used in a melodically embellished form in the soprano. The

thematic sections are used in imitation. Another contra-

puntal use of the theme appears in variation one; the soprano

voice is in canon at the sixth with the pedal.

The Passacaglia from the Passacaglia and

No 2 by Healey Willan

The first movement is in a triple meter (3/4), which has

become traditional for basso ostinato forms bearing the title

chaconne or passacaglia. Preceded by a short introduction of

seven measures, a frequently used device in the nineteenth

century, the eight-measure theme is constructed of two phra-

ses. Even though the pattern characteristic of the second

phrase (Ja ) is introduced in the final measure of the

first phrase and the pattern of the first phrase (J ) is

retained in the first measure of the second phrase, each

phrase utilizes one rhythmic pattern predominately. Although

the first note of the theme, a quarter note anacrusis, is on

the dominant, the concluding note of each phrase and the

anacrusis to t .e second phrase are irregular; the first and

second phrases cadence on the raised fourth scale step while
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the second phrase commences on the raised sixth. The result

is almost that of a modulation to the dominant. In addition,

the two rhythmic patterns create a shifting of the accent; the

figure emphasizes the first beat of the measure whereas

the figure e accentuates the third beat of the measure.

Twelve variations follow the initial unharmonized statement

of the theme.

Variation forms displaying continuous structure fre-

quently employ a bridging device at the cadences to enhance

the forward movement. The device is encountered in many

Baroque examples of the form particularly if the final ca-

dence was on the tonic of an eight-measure theme. In the

example by Willan the bridging of the cadences by melodic

and/or rhythmic means appears in the majority of the vari-

ations although the final cadence is not on the tonic; the

raised fourth, on the other hand, acts as a gratitational pull

to the dominant anacrusis of the thematic repetitions. In the

superstructures of'variations two, three, four, five, six and

twelve tbe melodic and rhythmic figurations are so intertwined

in the contrapuntal lines that the variations almost appear

to have no ending or beginning. At the entry of variation

seven only the soprano line bridges the cadence melodically

while the inner voices change rhythmic figures. At the com-

mencement of variations nine and ten the rhythmic patterns

of the receding variations are extended over the entry of

the theme. At the beginning of variations eight and eleven,



on the other hand, the movement is halted by rests in the

upper parts.

The tendency to increase the rhythmic movement as the

series of variations progress is a traditional technique which

may be observed in the example by Willan. The accelerating

rhythmic patterns are grouped into stages. Variations one

through six form the first group by the repetitive use of

similar patterns of eighth and quarter note figures primarily.

Another characteristic of the first section is the contra-

puntal writing in the superstructure of the variations. The

increase to eighth note triplet figures (%FJ ) in variation

six, previewed in the closing measures of variation four,

leads into the second stage comprising variations seven

through ten. Although the second group is constructed es-

sent ially of the sixteenth note pattern introduced in vari-

ation seven (J) the rhythmic movement is accelerated by

a gradual increase of the tempo; the initial tempo indication

of ca. 72 is increased too= ca. 84 for variation eight

and J = ca. 88 in variation nine, which is maintained in vari-

ation ten. Such a device, although frequently used in other

forms of music, is rare in other twentieth century examples

of the basso ostinato forms. With the commencement of vari-

ation eleven the tempo is returned to that indicated at the

beginning, and a third group of variations is encountered. In

addition to the slower tempo, the dynamic level in variations

eleven and twelve is marked pianissimo, and the rhythmic
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patterns are those which appeared in the first group. The

rhythmical climax, therefore, is to be found at the close of

the second section.

Although the change of location of the theme is not ob-.

served frequently in Baroque examples, modifying the literal

bass has been a common device since the early Baroque period.

Neither possibility, however, plays an important role in the

example by Willan. Only in var iat ion twelve does the theme

appear modified according to form and that is the result of

a change to the major mode. The placement of the theme is

modify ied more frequently. Although the theme appears in the

bass in variation four, it is announced a measure earlier in

the soprano voice creating a strict canon between the two

voices. In addition, the theme appears in the tenor voice in

variation five and in the soprano voice in variation eleven.

The Passacaglia from the Introduction,
Passac-aglia and Fu ue

by Sear le Wigh

The basso ostinato movement is constructed within the

traditionally metrical framework of a triple meter, 3/4.

The eight-measure theme shares many characteristics with

eighteenth century chaconne and passacaglia themes. It con-

sists of a pair of phrases each four measures in length; the

first phrase is terminated on the dominant, and the final

phrase arrives at a full cadence on the tonic in the key D

minor. Both phras es commence onananacrusis. Whereas eighteenth
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century themes often utilized notes of equal value or a sin-

gle rhythm, the theme by Searle Wright employs one rhythmic

figure (j ) in five of the measures. On the other hand,

the f igure occurs in the first and again in the second

phrase w1 ile the figure 4 is found only in the second phrase.

Although the melodic movement is primarily by step, the dis-

simil rity of the phrases is further augmented by a greater

use of melodic leaps in the second phrase. Thirty variations

succeed the initial unharmonized statement of the theme.

One of the characteristics of the chaconne and passa-

caglia forms, which d istinguIshes them from other variation

forms, is the use of continuous structure. Overlapping the

inherent cadence at the close of each variation is frequently

ach ieved' bymeans of melodic bridging. At the beginning of

variations two, five, fourteen, sixteen, twenty-two, twenty.

three and thirty the distinguishing rhythmic and/or melodic

motives of the preceding variations are sustained beyond the

cadence point. In the seven instances the motivic extensions

occur in the left hand. Similarily, the pedal, whichhas

carried the motives in variations twenty-seven and twenty-

eight, extends beyond the commencement of variations twenty-

eight and twenty-nine. At the conclusion of variation eight

the Prevailing motive, presented in both hands, coincides with

tlhe thematic anacrusis to variation nine. Melodic bridging

from the opposite direction occurs in variations four, eight

and thirteen. The motives of variation eight, e. g., are
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introduced in both hands two beats before the reentry of the

theme in the pedal. The other variations, however, employ

no overlapping device. Whereas variations three, twelve,

seventeen, nineteen, twenty-one and twenty-two begin simul-

taneously with the thematic entry, the remaining eleven post-

pone the entry of the superstructure by either an eighth oe

slixt e nth rest until the anacrusis of the theme has sounded.

The tendency to increase the rhythmic movement as the

variations progress is another characteristic of the chaconne

and passacaglia forms. The technique is frequently applied

in successive stages. As shown in Figure 23, the initial six

variations utilize the device more consistently than is to be

Vor. 3 3
r.r, Vqr.

Vr. 3 rr 3r. eri

Varq.rV .L*i

7929_1

ITr V r VrilVnr.l 25s

1.0 20r 2 2 VnrVr

L r, VV!rr. r 3

r$30

Fig. 2 3--RIthmic development in the Passacaglia
by Wr ight.



found throughout the remainder of the composition. Unlike

variation six, numbers ten, sixteen, twenty-three and twenty-

six are preceded by variations containing the longest note

values to be employed in their respective stages. In addition,

within each of the two g-roups variations eleven through fif-

teen and seventeen through twenty-two present little rhythmic

differences.

In theory, any modification of the theme itself is con-

trary to the definition of a basso ostinato form. In prac-

tice, however, the theme is seldom employed, during the course

of the variations, in its original form only. In the example

by Searle Wright, as shown in Table XI, the theme is utilized

in twenty-two of the variations without any alterations. Of

the remaining, four of the variations consistently utilize a

particular scheme of thematic modification. In variations

twelve and sixteen the thematic notes appear within a regular-

Iy repeated rhythmic pattern, whereas the theme is transposed

in variations thirteen and fourteen. Similar to the technique

applied in variations thirteen and fourteen are variations

twenty-nine and fifteen. In the first of these two variations

the mode of the theme is changed to the parallel major; in

the second, the fifth scale step is flatted, in the first

phrase only, wich, changes it to the minor form of the rela-

tive major key. As indicated in Table XI the theme in vari-

ation nineteen is subjected to a less regularly altered scheme

of thematic modification. The singular treatment of the theme



TABLE XI

THEMATIC TREATMENT IN THE PASSACAGLIA FROM THE
INTRODUCTION, PASSACAGLIA A'ND FUGUE

BY SEARLE WRIGHT

o Basic Modifications

-P rd~ H
clMeasures thematicc'H V CTotes and I Characteristics

.- 0 qo Beats

1 - 9 B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(33-112)

10 T. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
(113-120)

11 S. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
(121-128)

12 A 129-136 all Consistent use of figure
(129-13b) causes thematic rytes to

be beat late)

13 B 137-144 all Transposed m2 down
(137-144 )

14

(14 -1V2)

15
(153-lboG)

S

145-152

145

154
l5

ali Transposed m3 down
144 -3 Delayed by )r rest but, tied

beat over barline
1

2
I

D played i beat & reduced
in chang ing tone f ig. a

Changed to a flat; as
result ist phrase in F minor

16 S 161-168 all Appear within rpeggiated
( 4-_8)figurationof.IS

17 & 18
(109-184)

19
(185-192)

B

T

. . .

184
192

. . .

-i3 Reduced to s

5 -Changedto
185&87I-j3 changed to amid upper

186 4- 2 neighbor fig.
187 -l1

188-1d9
&191

191

3

1ci-

Changed to J amid
lower neighbor fig.

T



TABLE XI -- Continued

Basic Modifications
.0 0 0

43rd 9-4 t _ _____a)44 measures Themat
Notes and Characteristics'

s oBeat s

20 B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(193-200)

21 B 201-208 all Retrograde form of theme
(210-208) replaces original theme

22 - 25 B . . . . . . . . . . .. *
(209-2 .0)

26 T . . . . . . . . . . . .
(241-,248)

27 A 249. 56 all Appear as top notes of
(249-256) chords

28 S 257-264 all Appear in top notes of
(257-204) chords

29 S 265-272 all Appear in top notes of
(2b5-272) chords; key changes to

parallel major

30 S 273-280 all Appear in top notes of
(273-286)-W-I-12 chords

281-286 . . Concluding extension;
theme does not appear

in variation twenty-one had its genesis in variation two; in

addition to the original lorm of the theme in the pedal, the

theme was used in retrograde in the soprano voice although

rhythmically altered. But for measures 202, 206 and 207,

variat ion twenty-one employs the same retrograde form. The

use of more than one f orm of thie theme is to be seen in four

other variations. In variation twenty the soprano voice

carries a tonal inversion of the thematic intervals against
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1he regular theme in the pedal; variation twenty-one presents

the retrograde inversion of the theme in the soprano against

the retrograde form in the pedal. Variations seventeen and
teenn e oemploy forms of the theme in all voices. In addition

to the presence of the original form in the pedal, the left

,and, of variation Seventeen carries a melodically and rhyth-

mic a ily emzlbel1shed original as the r ight hand return ns to the

retro ograde form introduced in variation twenty-one . Vari-

ation e ighteen employs an embellished form of the retrograde

themfe in the left hand and an embellished form of the original

in the right hand, both above the original theme unaltered in

the pedal.

The relocation of the theme in voices other than the bass

may be observed also. Of the twelve appearances of the theme

outside the bass the majority are carried by the soprano voice.

In all but three of the seven occurrences, the theme is modi-

'ied. Among the thee tenor relocations, two employ the theme

unaltered. In th e two uss of the theme in the alto, vari-

ation twent-y-seven utilizes the theme as stated initially

whereas variation twelve modifies it.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

Of the seventeen works which comprise this study, only

three composers employ the title Chaconne: Arnell, Brockless

and Sowerby. As indicated in Table XII, the remainder uti-

lize the term Passacaglia. Unlike the great majority of the

composers who use the modern spelling of the forms, Sowerby

returns to the seventeenth century English word Chacony.

Contrary to seventeenth and eighteenth century general

usage, thirteen of the twentieth century works, shown in

Table XII, include the basso ostinato form within a multi-

movement work, a practice inherited from the late nineteenth

century. Of the four single movement works the example by

Moore is entitled Dime whereas the work by Searle is called

Toccata alla Passacaglia. Two of the multimovement works

include the basso ostinato forms as the last movement of

works bearing the titles of larger forms: sonata and symphony.

The presentation of an introductory section preceding the

chaconne or passacaglia movement is displayed in six of the

examples, indicated in Table XII; they vary in length from

eighteen measures in the work by Lang to forty-five measures

in the Introduction by Willan. Entitled Moto Continuo, the

example by Ellingford is the only one of the six which does

116
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TABLE XII

COMPARISON OF FORMS IN THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY EXAM PLES OF CHAC ONNES

AND PASSACAGLIAS

Basso Multimovement Works
Composer Os t~nat 0

Form Introductory Closing Additional
Movement Movement Forms

Arne11 Chaconne a

Broc kles sChaconne Prelude Chacon e Toccata
Diggle Passacaglia . . . . . . Fugue
Ellingford Passacaglia Moto Contin--

uo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Gray Passacagl-a Introduction .. a .o o
Groves Passacalia Introduction . .
James Passacalia .0.0.0.0 0 0 . .0 .0.0.0 .
Kohs Passacag .
Lang Passacaglia Introduction .... 0 0 0
Moore Passacalia 0 0 0 0#00 0* 0
Read Passacalia . .. . . . Fugue 0Searle Passacaglia . 0 . 0 0
S owe rb*-i 'a ----- "",Sowerby Pasca hd 0. 0 . . .Fugue Canonc
Sowerby00Passac0alia .0.. 0 0 0
Willan Passacagia Introduction Fugue . 0 . . .0 .
Willan Passag Intro Fugue0. .0. .0. .
Wright Passacaglia Introduction Fugue . . . .0..

Appears as the third movement of a multimovement
work entitled Second Oran Sonata.

bSecond movement.

First movement.

dAppearsas the third movement of a multimovement
work entitled Symphony in G Major.
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bear the title "Introduction." Furthermore, seven of the multi-

movement works include other traditional forms; in addition to

the Chaconne, Brockless adds a Prelude and a Toccata whereas

the Chacony of Sowerby is preceded by a Canon. Likewise, six of

the works, as shown in Table XII, follow the basso ostinato

movement with a fugue, a practice which may have as its prece-

dent the Passacaglia by Bach.

From the advent of the forms in the seventeenth century

through the nineteenth century, one of the basic character-

istics of the chaconne and passacglia forms was the employ-

ment of a triple meter. The same may be said for the twenti.

eth century examples surveyed here.1 Furthermore, except for

the Chaconne by Brockless and the Passacaglia by Sowerby which

utilize 3/2, the meter which appears most frequently is 34,
as indicated in Table XIII.

In accordance with nineteenth century practice no uti-

lization of stock basses is encountered in the examples em-

braced in the present study. Rather, over one-half of the

works (eleven) employ a theme eight measures in length while

three are four measures in length, shown in Table XIII. of

the three others, the unusual six-measure theme by Searle

must be assigned to a different category due to its function

as a twelve-tone row. The two remaining works utilize themes

of irregular lengths; the Brockless Chaconne is seven measures,

and the Moore D is five measures in length.

A list of the themes may be found in the Appendix.
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TABLE XIII

THEMATIC CHARACTERISTICS IN THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY EXAMPLES OF CHACONNES

A\D PASSACAGLIAS

Ui)
0

0
0)

Arne 1
Brockless
Diggle
Ellingford
Gray
Groves
James
Kohs
Lang
Moore
Read
Searle a
Sowerby-lb
Sowerby-.
Willan-1d
WIllan-.2d

Wright

Cha

4-Do

00

x

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

IX

x

x

Form

~1)
4)
0

34
3/2
3
3/434
34
3/4;
34
34
3/
34

3/2
34
13
34

3/4

co-P
tDto

cai

4
7
8
8
8
8
8
4
8
5
8
6
4
8
8
8

H-
CH
oPQ)

0

Dominant
Leading Tone
Dominant
Super
Tonic
Tonic
Tonic
S * .
Tonic
Tonic
Tonic
.* 0
Tonic
Tonic

Tonic

. .

Dominant
Raised Sub-.

dominant
Tonic

Frequency of
Rhythmic Patterns

I

1

3
I

0

S

.a

S

7
6

4
.

I~1

I

2

I

0

S

I
2
I
S

2
I
2
I

2
0

a

1

0

2

f rom the Canon, chaco and Fugue.

bPassacaglia from the Symphony inG Ma jor.
cPassacaglia from the Introduction, Passacaglia and

d Passacalia from the Passacaglia and Fugue No. 2.

JbJlJ

..

1

2

S

1

.

.

.

S

.

I

I I v I I --.. - 1 4 - - I I I 1 1, is .- I" I 1 0

I I ., , ". -. -p I - . I,--- - . -- , I ILOW -- , --- I L. L.- ''. - .1
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Nelson describes the eighteenth century basso ostinato

theme in the following manner; "Its structure is most often

that of a single phrase ending on the dominant, sometimes

that of a pair of phrases ending on thetonic." In the

twentieth century examples, on the other hand, a greater free-

dom in the choice of cadential notes may be observed from

Table XIII. Among the three uses of a single-phrase theme

only that of Arnell contains a dominant cadence. The twelve-

tone example by Kohs, necessarily, negates a dominant ending;

the Sowerby Chaconcadences on thme tonic. Within the themes

constructed of a pair of phrases (eight measures) seven of the

composers employ the traditional tonic close: Gray, Groves,

James, Lang, Read, Sowerby (Passaclia) and Wright. The ex-

amples by Diggle and Willan (Introduction, Passacaglia and

) however, contain a final dominant cadence. The Willan

Psacgia from the Passacaglia and Fugue No 2 terminates on

the raised subdominant, and the example by Ellingford closes

on the supertonic.

Concerning the seventeenth and eighteenth century prac-

tice of constructing themes frequently on either notes of

equal value or a single rhythmic pattern, the latter form plays

the greater role in the twentieth century examples, as shown in

Table XIII. The rhythmic pattern J appears as the principal

pattern in all of the works but those by Kohs, Moore and

Sowerby (Chacony which do not use it at all. The Chacoy

2
Nelson, The Technique _off variati on, p. 68.
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by Sowerby, on the other hand, consistently utilizes the pat-

tern , which may be called a variant of * The same

alteration appears in the closing measure of the example by

Gray and the second measure of that by Kohs.

Although employed to a much less extent, as indicated in

Table XIII, four additional rhythmic patterns may be found

which are shared by at least three of the examples. Of the

four the pattern 4~is used the greatest number of times.

In the examples by Diggle and Read it is utilized in the third

and seventh measures, the penultimate measure of each of the

pair of phrases; in the eight-measure themes by Ellingford,

James and Lang its single use is found in the measure preceding

the final cadence. In the examples by Groves and Wright it is

used in the penultimate measure also, but appeared earlier in

the theme. In the four-measure theme by Kohs the pattern is

employed in the first and third measures.

The remaining three patterns are employed the same number

of times. The two single appearances of the single note A'are

found in the penultimate measures of the themes by Brockless

and Gray. A somewhat similar treatment with the pattern J A,
may be seen in both final measures of the examples by Arnell

and Searle. In the themes by Groves and Wright the pattern

makes its appearance in the antipenultimate measures. In

addition to the Chacony by Sowerby the only other theme which

does not use any of the five patterns is that by Moore. 3

3
See the list of themes in the Appendix.
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A final striking feature of the twentieth century themes

is the preponderant use of a beginning anacrusis. As shown

in Table XIII, fourteen of the themes begin in that manner.

Continuous structure is another characteristic of the

Baroque chaconnes and passacaglias whicb is very much in evi-

dence in the twentieth century examples of the forms. Table

XIV shows two important means of creating the forward movement

necessary for binding a series of variations into a unified

whole: linking the variations by means of cadential treatment

and presenting an organized plan of rhythmic growth. Three im-

portant techniques for treating the cadence may be seen in

Table XIV. The plan most frequently used is melodic and/or

rhythmic bridging. In all but the examples by Brockless,

Diggle, James, Lang, Read and Searle this technique is em-

ployed between the majority of the variations. Among the

eleven works only those by Groves, Sowerby (Passacalia) and

the two examples by Willan utilize the other combined tech-

niques as frequently. In the example by Lang, shown in Figure

2kb, the characteristic motive of variation two is predominantly

a rhythmical one and is introduced before the termination of

variation one. In the. example by Gray, however, the motive

which precedes the thematic anacrusis to variation three is

melodic as well as rhythmic in design.

The second means of linking the variations is created

by allowing no break to occur between two juxtaposed variations;
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Var.

Fig. 24--Melodic and/or rhythmic bridging
a. Lang, Passacaglia, measures 31-36
b. GIray, Pacaglia, measures 22-25

Instead of stopping at the cadence the next variation com-

mences immediately. This technique is employed predominantly

in two examples: those by Diggle and James. In the Willan ex-

ample (Introduction, Passacaglia and Fugue) it is used only

one time less than the bridging technique. In the works by
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Moore and Searle it makes no appearance. The sixteenth note

triads, alternating between the hands, of variation twelve

from the example by Diggle, shown in Figure 25, commence with

the thematic anacrusis, allowing no break after the end of

variation eleven.

12

Va.12

Fig. 2 5--No bridging device--Diggle, Passacaglia,
measures 95-97.

The presentation of the initial note (or notes) of the

thematic repetition against a rest in the accompanying voices

is the third technique for connecting the variations. This

final device is the predominant one in the examples by Brockless,

Lang, Read and Searle. Shown in Figure 26, the thematic ana-

crusis of variation five appears against a rest in the manual

voices in the example by Read. There is no overlapping of the

cadence. The composers Diggle and Moore, however, do not em-

ploy the technique.
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Var.

Fig. 26--Theme begun alone--Read, Passacaglia, measures
39-41.

The second important means of creating forward movement,

indicated in Table XIV, is through an increase in the rhythmic

movement as the series of variations progress. This develop-

ment occurs according to five different plans in the examples

froi the twentieth century. The one frequently employed in

the Baroque period coincides with the plan most frequently

utilized in the examples under discussion: grouping the vari-

ations in successive stages of growth. Eight of the works

4follow this plan. The example by Arnell, however, is similar

but consists of only a single stage; commencing with a combi-

nation of eighth and quarter note patterns in variations one

through four, the movement gradually increases in momentum to

4 See Figure 18 on page 61 for a rhythmical analysis of
the Passacaglia by James which displays a development of the
rhythmical movement by successive stages.
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TABLE XIV

TECHNIQUES FOR CREATING CONTINUOUS STRUCTURES
IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY EXAMPLES

OF CHACONNES AND PASSACAGLIAS

Cadential Increase in
Techniques Rhythmic Movement

1)0 0 1r
o ~~44~ C) 'r4~ U

4-) CO I$ ro-1~ A H~o oP-4 Cd -f t -4 94 8 orl $10 V) 0 Cd (1 o-4 A
0 Q r4 r 0 rj b.H b*H 0 0A2H w C>P H Cd E5. P 4-0 0

0, 0 0 F l E-4P* HU 0 at * 94

Arnell** 15 7 3 1 X
Brockless 15 5 3 7 . . x
Diggle 13 2 11 x x
Ellingford 15 8 6 1 x
Gray 16 11 4 1LX
Groves 16 8 4 4 .* * x
James 14 2 8 x
Kohs 31 17 86 . x
Lang 16 5 4 7 X 0*
Moore 21 21 . . . .x
Read 18 4 1 13 x 0.
Searle 10 4 . 6 . x
Sowerby-1 22 18 1 3 . . x
Sowerby-2 33 16 11 6 x 0.
Willan-1 18 8 1.0 . x
Willano-2 12 Lb 2 X *
Wright 30 16 4 10 . . . X

i Initial note (or
appears against a rest

notes)
in the

of the thematic repetition
accompanying voices.

Theme is not present in four of the variations.
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the climax consisting of thirty-second note figures in vari-

ation thirteen.

Another plan encountered in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries consisted of a gradual development to a rhyth-

mic plateau, which was then sustained with little deviation

until the end. The only twentieth century example which uti-

lizes this plan is that by Searle. Commencing with patterns

of quarter and eighth notes , the movement develops until vari-

ation four at which point sixteenth note patterns are Intro-

duced, remaining through variation nine. The final variation

returns to the basic movement of the initial variations.

A characteristic of chaconnes and. passacaglias in the

early seventeenth century was, the lack of rhythmic development

toward a climax. Two of the twentieth century works, by

Brockless and Sowerby (ChaconZ), are best described by this

technique.

The fourth type of rhythmic plan encountered in the

twentieth century examples is one which does not have its ori-

gin in the Baroque period. From a rhythmical sense the works

by Groves, Kohs, Moore, Willan (Passacaglia No. 2) and Wright,

as indicated in Table XIV, must be classified as. irregular in

their rhythmical growth; this category contains the second

greatest number of examples.5

Although the term basso ostinato theoretically would

indicate "a short melodic phrase . . . which is repeated over

5See page 57 f or a discussion of the irregular rhythmic
plan of the Passacaglia by Groves.
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TABLE XV

THEMATIC TREATMENT IN TIE TWENTIETH
CENTURY EXAMPLES OF CHACONNES

AND PASSACAGLIAS

Rhythm1ical Changes Welodic Changes

Figured Unfig
ured 

--
H0

F-i-HH4-1 (1)rp -P 0 00 0 0 ~ rj

So a) c. H 0 r-Ho .p pp4 00 H
R4-3 R <0 -P o E Wi HW 0

03 4)H0HC) SP, 410 -P

Arnell

Brockless 8 51 .2 . 2
Diggle 11 2 . . . 3
Ellingford 7 3 1 . . 24. . 1 3 1
Gray 7 3 2 1 2 1 .. 1 . 5 3
Groves 13 2 . . 2 .. .1 .2
James 13 1 .
Kohs 4 5 3 .17 . . 17 2
Lang 3 3 1 7 1 .91 * I.
Moore 21- - * * * . . 5
Read 8 6 . *2010 0- 0 - 5 .
Searle 1 . . 9 7 . . . 8 1
Sowerby-1 9 . . 11 1 . . . . . 1
Sowerby-2 31 . . 2 . . . . . . 6
Willan-1 12 4 . . 1 2 . . . . 2
Willan--2 11 . . . .1. . 2
Wright 20 3 . . . 2 2 . 1 12

*Theme is not present in four of the variations.

""The numbers refer to the number of variations exhibiting
the characteristic. A particular variation may include several
devices.
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and over again as a bass line . . ." , the forms, as employed

in the eighteenth century, permitted occasional changes from

the literal bass. A similar treatment may be observed in the

twentieth century examples, although on a greater scale. A

compendium of the techniques used in altering the form and

position of the theme, in the seventeen works under discussion,

may be found in Table XV. Two basic means of alteration, ac-

cording to the form, may be seen: rhythmic or melodic changes.

Within the realm of rhythmical alterations two basic cate-

gories appear; the theme may, or may not, be presented amid

figuration. In either case the basic original placement of the

thematic notes will be either maintained or their placement

will be altered. Considering the figured category, the major-

ity of the variations retain the basic original placement of

the thematic notes. An illustration of a device which appears

often is shown in Figure 27. In the example by Ellingford

only the quarter notes are embellished with the thematic note

always appearing as the first note of the figuration.

To a much less extent is the theme presented amid figu-

ration with the original notes altered according to their

rhythmical placement, as indicated in Table XV. In the ex-

ample by Brockless, illustrated in Figure 28, four notes are

shifted to a different position in the measure.

6
A pel, "GroUnd :Bass," Harvard D ic tionary of Mus ic .
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Fig. 27--Rhythmic alte ation of the theme-Ellingford,
Passacaglia, measures 64-720

01 10 cJO10
tjllt It o

Fig. 28--Rhythmic alteration of the theme--Brockless,
Chaconne, measures 85-*91.

Among the composers who utilize the basic original place-

ment of the thematic notes without f iguration, two of them use

the device within the majority of the variations: Lang and

Sowerby (Chacon). As indicated by the Sowerby example in

The rhythmic values inserted above, or below, each
measure correspond to the original placement of*the thematic
notes.,
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Figure 29, the rhythmical alterations are usually employed

Original

W 4F~
Var. 12

Fig. 29--Rhythmic alteration of the theme--Sowerby,
Chacony, measures 111-115.

consistently throughout the variations. The quarter notes on

the third beats are changed to eighths and the original quarter

notes on the first beats become half notes.

In the same category of rhythmical changes, again with-

out figuration, the greatest number or examples appear in the

works by Kohs and Searle. The reason for this is that both

compositions employ the twelve-tone technique of writing.

How the theme may be altered rhythmically is indicated in

Figure 30, taken from the example by Kohs. As shown, no two

Original

Fig. 30--Rhythmic alteration of the theme-e-Kohs,
Passacaglia, measures 77-81.
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appearances of the same thematic note are rhythmically iden.

tical between the original and its variant in variation

eleven.

The final characteristic in the category of rhythmical

changes, listed in Table XV, is concerned with a change of

meter. Of the four works which employ a change of meter, the

most extensive use of the device appears in the example by

Searle; within the ten variations numbers four through ten

alter the meter, frequently within the same variation. On

the other hand, all of the five composers except Ellingford

include a change of meter in the last variation. In the ex-

ample by Gray the change of meter from 34 to 4/4 occurs only

in the last half of the final variation; in the example by

Ellingford, on the other hand, the meter is changed from 3/4
to 9/8 in the antipenultimate and penultimate measures.

The second alteration according to form, shown in Table

XV, utilizes changes in the melodic shape of the theme, Of

the four composers who utilize the first device, a change of

mode, Lang and Willan (Passacli No. 2) employ the tech-

nique only in the final variation. The four appearances of

the change of mode in the example by Ellingford occur in suc-

cession (variations nine through twelve). The related tech-

nique , a change of tonality, is also found in four of the

works. Arnell, similar to Ellingford, employs the tonality

change in four variations in succession, variations seven

through ten. Unlike the use of a change of mode, however,
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none of the four composers alter the tonality in the final

variation.

As indicated in Table XV, three of the examples contain

various alterations in pitch from the original. Whereas the

works by Gray and Lang contain isolated changes in pitch, the

example by Groves, illustrated in Figure 31, depicts several.

Original

Mb

Var. 16

Fig. 31--Pitch alterations in the theme--Groves
Passacaglia, measures 156-164.

The half note E is changed to F natural in measures 159 and

160, and the dotted quarter note E is altered to F natural in
measure 162.

In the f inal melodic change, the original form of the

theme is dispensed with, and one of its contrapuntal variants

is substituted. The device is particularly noticeable in

the twelve-tone example by Searle, and its absence in the ex-

ample by Kohs is therefore striking. In the work by Elling-
ford, variation nine replaces the theme with its melodic in-

verted form; in the example by Wright, on the other hand, the

-- Mw

a
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new theme in the bass corresponds to the original theme in

retrograde, melodically but not rhythmically, as shown in

Figure 32.

Original

Va.21

Fig. 32--Contrapuntal variant of the theme--Wright,
Passacaglia, measures 201-208.

Although the eighteenth century transferred the theme to

other voices than the bass, this particular technique of

alteration was never employed to the same extent as was the

alteration of the form of the theme. In the nineteenth cen-

tury the device began to assume more of a prominent role. In

the twentieth century, however, it becomes a predominant means

of altering the original intent of the forms, as indicated

in Table XV. Of the s eventeen examples, the work by James is

the only one that retains the theme in the bass throughout

the variations. Figure 33 illustrates the transferrence of

the theme to the soprano voice. The example by Moore also

shows the theme to be in its original form both melodically

and rihythmically.
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Theme in soprano 3

Fig. 33--Theme transferred to another voice--Moore,
Dirge, measures 56-6o.

The final column in Table XV depicts a form of thematic

alteration which also negates the original plan of a basso

ostinato: the theme is presented incomplete. In the example

by Kohs the incomplete version appears as the final varn-

ations.

Although the twentieth century examples utilize a great

many changes from the bass , the majority of the twentieth

century works under discussion retain the theme in its origi-

nal form more often than not, as indicated in Table XV. In

the example by James only one change from the original occurs,

and that is in the penultimate variation; in the example by

Moore the theme is repeated consistently in its original form.

Relatively speaking, the greater number of departures from

the original thematic statement are exhibited in the examples

which. utilize the twelve-tone technique.

An important characteristic hitherto not mentioned is

the proclivity for combining several devices of thematic
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alteration within the same variation. Although Figure 31

illustrates pitch alterations in the theme, three additional

forms of change may be observed. An alteration of the origi-

nal placement of the thematic notes appears in measures 103

and 104; the theme is transferred from the bass and the final

toni cadence is missing.

IThe use of the chaconne and passacaglia forms in twentieth

century organ music, as observed in the majority of examples

employed in this study, is derived basically from techniques

established in the Baroque era. Two distinguish ing character-

istics which both periods have in common are a triple meter and

continuous structure. Similarly, the outlines of many of the

twentieth century themes have their origin in the earlier

period, particularly in the use of related rhythmic patterns

and melodic intervals. The frequent use of an e ight-measure

theme is a characteristic also s ared by the two eras. Further-

more, dissolving the thematic notes into linear figuration is a

device of thematic treatment which is encountered in both peri-

ods.

Grafted to the basic premises of their eighteenth cen-

tury prototypes are additional features inherited from the

nineteenth century. Among them the appearance of the basso

ostinato form within a multimovement work may be cited. Many

of the twentieth century themes utilize devices which are

nineteenth century in character, such as irregular length and

a greater use of chromatic ism. Whereas the Baroque forms
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seldom permitted the theme to appear in the soprano voice,

the feature appears frequently in the twentieth century ex-

amples as a result of its more extended use in the Romantic

period. Such characteristics as tempo and character change

are obviously taken from the preceding century.

At the same time, however, a certain degree of experi-

mentation is apparent. The principle of melodic bridging,

although inherited from the Baroque period, assumes a dif.-

ferent guise in such works as the Chacony by Sowerby and the

Dirge by Moore. In the Chacoy the variations are so related

melodically and rhythmically that the single variations are

almost obscured. In the Moore example, on the other hand, the

complete disregard for the majority of thematic entries by the

superstructure creates, in effect, a through-composed work.

Also in the example by Moore, the extreme irregularity in the

shape of the theme is a change from earlier practices. Per-

haps the most striking use of the chaconne and passacaglia

forms is to be found in the works which utilize, in some

fashion, the twelve-tone system. In the example by Searle

the thematic repetitions correspond, in the majority of cases.,

to one of the four versions of the row. The Passac by

Kohs, however, employs only one form of the row but treats it

with the greatest amount of freedom to be encountered in the

twentieth century examples.

Based on the preceding summarization, it is perhaps evi-

dent that the combination of features derived from earlier
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centuries with distinctively twentieth century devices is

giving a new life to the basso ostinato forms. Leon Stein

describes the synthesis whicb has resulted in the following

manner.

The revival of this form is, then, no superfi.-
ial "borrowing" or "imitating", nor is itin ny

sense a "going back", but is an actUal regeneration,
a rebirth of a form from a complex of mutually inter-
active forces, quite similar in nature to those which
first produced this particular pattern more than two
centuries ago

8 Stein, "The Passacaglia in the Twentieth Century,"
p. 153.



APPENDIX

Diographical Data of Composers

Richard Arnell

1,2Richard Arnell was born in London on September 15, 1917.

Lis musical training was rociveo t the Royal College of Music

in London. During the years there, 19351 9 3 9 , Arnelt1s princi-

pal study in composition was with John Ireland. In 1939, the

Composer came to America where he remained until 1947, teaching

composition in New York Citr and conducting. Tn addition he

acted as nusic consultant for the Nev York Office of the

British Broadcastlng Compaay, On his return to England in
ip4y, Arne11 joined the faculty of the Trinity CoLge of

Mus ic as a te acher of opposition. Although the najor ity of

th composer's works have been in the orchestral and chamber

mus c fields, he h<s written several works for organ: among

t<en Baroque Prelude and anitasia, opus 34, and another

organ sonata. Among his many works, another example of the

use of the basso ostinato appears in the "passacaglia: vari-

ati ns on a ground " lou ronac companied violin, 1960.

Arnell, Richard Anthony Sa-yer," The International WhoL Ve ii usic, 5th ed. (Chicago, 1931).
2

Arnell, Richard," BakerBs Biogua-phiccal Dictionary ofseIclans, th e w. (Now Yor1k, 195

139
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Brian Brockless

Brian Brockless was born in London in 1926 and received

his training at the Royal College of Music. In addition to

studying with Herbert Howells at the Royal College, he studied

privately with Matyas Gyorgy Seiber and in Italy. In 1948,

Brockless joined the music staff at Battersea Co1.lege of

Technology and was made head of the department in 1958. Further-

more, le became professor at the Royal Academy of Music in

196o. In 1954, Brockless became conductor of the choir at

Goldsmith's College in addition to his duties as organist at

St. Mary Aldermary and counter tenor and deputy organist at

Queen's Chapel of the Savoy. His compositions include an

English E12g for string orchestra, a Missa Brevis, chamber

music and various songs. Articles by the composer have been

published in The Choir.

Roland Diggle

Roland Diggle was born on January 1, 1885, in London,

England, and died on January 13, 1954, in Los Angeles. 4 ,5,6

He attended the Royal College of Music in London studying organ

3 "Brockless, Brian," Who's Who in Music and MusiciansI
International Directory (New York,192)

"Diggle, Roland," The New Encyclopedia of Music and
Music ans (New York, 1924F ~~

"Dr. Roland Diggle," The American Organist, XXXVII
(February, 1954), 47-49.

6 "Dr. Roland Diggle," The Diapason, XLV (Februar y,
1954 ), 4,
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with . S. oyte, varwick Jordon and A. Messerer and theoret-

ic1 al subje c ts with Frank Br idge a nd J. 14. Shaw. In 1904, he

came to the United States to be organist and choirriaster of

St. Johns Chiurch in Wichita, Kansas, In 1911, in addition

to receiving his Doctorate ol 1usic from the Grand Conservatory

of Music,, New York, Di1le became organist and choirmaster of

St. John' s Episcopal Churc h in Los Angeles. Dr. Diggle was

twice dean of the Southern California chapter of the American

Guild of Organists, recitalist at the San Diego and San Fran.

cisco Expositions and made several recital tour s . He was a

member of the American Soc iety of Composers, Authors and Pub-

l1ishers and a contributor to the Diapason, Musical Opinion,

The American Or Etude and other publicat ions. He wF s

also the author of more than 500 works for organ, choir and

orchestra of vhich over 200 have been published.

rerbert Frederick Ellingf

Herbert Frederick Ellingford, born in London on February

8, 1876, attended the Royal- College of Musicians from 1893-1898

where he was recognized as one of the most outstanding organ

students of Sir Walter Parratto. l He also studied with

Dr. .l * E. Gladstone and Sir J. F. Bridge. In the following

H. C. Colles, "Ellingford, Herbert Frederick," Grove ts
Dictionarof Music and musicians, 5th ed. (New York, 1955).

"Ellingford, Herbert Frederick," A Diction=y of Modern
Music and Mus-icians (New York, 1924).
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years he held several organ positions including that of

organist to the Earl of Shaftesbury at Belfast from 1906

t rough 1912. Ellingford then succeeded to the appointment

as organist of St. George's Hall at Liverpool where he gave

frequent recitals which were free to the public. He holds

the Mus. Bac. Oxon. and is an Associate of the Royal College

of Musicians and a Fellow of the Royal College of Organists.

In addition to songs and Piano and organ works, he h As written

educationsaI works on organ playing such as Art of Trans-

cr ibinfor the Organ (1922), The Organ: a study of its

principles and technique, Part 1 (1919) and a Primer of Scales

and Arpeggio, Systematized .or the Organ (1917).

Alan y

Alan Gray, an English organist and composer, was born in

York on December 23, 1855, and died in Cambridge on September
9,10111.

27, 1935., i He was educated at Cambridge University

receiving degrees in law in 1877 and music from Trinity Col-

lege in 1883, where his principal teacher was Dr. E. G. Monk.

9"Gray Alan," Bakerts Biocgraphical Dictionary of
Music ians, th ed.

10
J. A. Fuller-Maitland, "Gray, Alan," Grove's Diction.-

Sof Music and Musicians, 5th ed. *(New Yor7k, 1

"Gray, Alan," The Macmillan Encyclopedia of Music and
Musicians (New York, 1938).

12
"Gray, Alan," The International Cyclopedia of Music

and Musiians, 8th ed.~(TNewYork,8195).~
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in 1889, he received the Mus. D. from Cambridge University.

Between the years 1883 and 1892 he held the position of musical

director of Wellington College. Gray was conductor of the Cam-

bridge University Musical Society from 1892 through 1912 in

addition to serving as organist at Trinity College from 1892

through 1930. For the 1922-1923 term, he was elected as

President of the Royal College of Organists in London. He

was also one of the editors of the Purcell Society. Other

than such organ works as Fantas in G minor, Adagio and

Toccata and four sonatas, Gray's compositions include several

chamber works. His choral works were performed at important

festivals, such as The Vision of Belchazzar at the Hovingham

Festival in 1896 and A Son of Redemption at the Leeds Festi-

val in 1898.

Robert Groves

Robert Groves attended the Royal College of Music in

London on Scholarship in organ.13 While there he received the

Lafontaine prize for the highest marks in organ playing, the

Harding Prize for highest marks in paper-work and won the Fellow

of the Royal College of Organist Examination, the first person

to obtain the three awards. After serving as assistant organ-

ist and choirmaster at Chichester Cathedral, Groves went to

Notes for Introduction and Passacaglia by Robert Groves
(London, 1958).
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Ely Cathedral in the same position. At the present he is

living in Somerset, conducting, lecturing and composing.

Phillip James

Phillip James was born in Jersey City, New Jersey, on

May 17, 1890, and studied at the College of the City of New

York and at New York University. 4,15,16 He was a pupil of

Rubin Goldmark, J. W. Andrews and Elliot Schenck. James be.

came a Fellow of Trinity College of London and a Fellow of the

American Guild of Organists and in 1908 gave recitals in

London and Paris. During the years 1919 to 1922 he was con-

ductor f or the Victor Herbert Opera Company and organist at

churches in Montclair, New Jersey, and New York City. In ad.

dition to serving on the faculty of New York University from

1922, e was conductor for the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra

and the Brooklyn Orchestral Society. In 1933 he was made

chairman of the music department of New York University, re-

tiring in 1955. In 1946, James was awarded the honorary de-

gree of Doctor of Music from the New York College of Music.

In 1933, he was elected to membership in the National Insti-

tute of Arts and Letters in addition to being the recipient

14,I James, Phillip," Bakers Biographical Dictionary of
Musicians, 5th ed. (New York, 19$ ~~_

I "James, Phillip," The New Encyclopedia of Music and
Musicians (New York, 1924). ~_

16"James, Phillip,i Who's Who in Music and Musicians'
International Directory (New York, 196
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of many prizes for his compositions. Other than the Organ

Sonata (1930) and an organ suite, the composer has written

many works for orchestra, chamber ensembles, chorus, and the

stage.

Ellis B. Kohs

Born in Chicago on May 12, 191b, Ellis B. Kohs began

his musical studies at the San Francisco Conservatory and from

17,18there he went to the Juilliard School of Music. After

study rt Harvard University he attended the University of

Chicago receiving the Master of Arts degree there. In compo-

sition his principal teachers were Bernard Wagenaar at

Juilliard and VValter Piston at Harvard. Kohs also studied

musicology with Willi Apel and Hugo Leichtentritt. After serv-

ing in the army as a bandmaster between 1941 and 194b, he

taught at Wesleyan University at Middleton, Connecticut from

1946 to 1948, and at the Conservatory of Kansas City between

1948 and 1950. Kohs is now on the faculty at the University

of Southern California where he has been teaching since 1950.

Other than works for orchestra, chamber ensembles, chorus

and piano, the composer has written a Capriccio (1948) and

Chorale Preludes on Hebrew Themes (1952) for organ.

1 7 ",Kohs, Ellis B.," Baker's Biographical Dictionary of
Musicians, 5th ed. (New York, 195b).

18 1"Kohs, Ellis," Groves Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, 5th ed . (New York, T95).
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Craig Sellar Lang

Craig Sellar Lang was born in Hastings, New Zealand, in

1891.19 In addition to study at Clifton College and the Royal

College of Music, he holds the Doctor of Music Degree. In

1913 he became Assistant Music Master at the Royal Naval Col-

lege in Osborne and was made organist at Banstead Hall Prepar-

atory School in 1914. Later he was appointed Assistant Music

Master at Clifton College in 1920 and was Director of Music

at Christ's Hospital between 1929 and 1945. Lang has also

been Examiner to the Royal Schools of Music. Other than

service music such as the Magnificat and Nunc dimittis in B

flat and the Te Deum laudamus in S flat, Dr. Lang has

written cantatas for chorus and orchestra, anthems, and nu-

merous piano and violin works. Among his compositions for

organ, the Toccata in C minor, opus 81, Prelude and Fugue in

G minor, opus 84, and a Sonata in D minor may be cited. In

conjunction with his work as Examiner, Dr. Lang has published

a series of score reading and keyboard harmony exercises in

addition to the book, Harmony at the Keyboard.

9 "Lang, Craig Sellar," Who's Who in Music and Musicians'
International Directory (New York, 1~2.
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Douglas Moore

Douglas Moore, composer and music educator, was born in

Cutchogue, New York, on August 10, 1893.20,2122,23 In 1915,

he received the Bachelor of Arts and in 1917 the Bachelor of

Music degrees from Yale University studying with David Stanley

Smith and Horatio Parker. Following the first World WVar, he

went to Paris and did further study in composition with

Vincent dtIndy and Nadia Boulanger and organ with Charles

Tournem1re between 1919 and 1921. On returning to the United

States, Moore was appointed Director of Music at the Art

Museum of Clevelard, giving frequent organ recitals and lectures

on music in addition to studying in the composition master

classes of Ernest Bloch. From 1923 to 1925, he held the post

of organist at Adelbert College, Western Reserve University.

Having won the Pulitzer Traveling Scholarship in Music in 1925,

studying in Europe, he was appointed associate professor of

music at Columbia University in 1926, becoming head of the music

department in 1940 and MacDowell Professor of Music in 1952.

Moore was awarded the honorary Doctorate of Music from the

"Moore, Douglas Stuart," Bakerts Biographical Diction-
Lry of Musicians, 5th ed. (New Yor k, 1950

21~
"Moore, Douglas," Groves Dictionary of Music and

Musicians, 5th ed. (New York., 1955),
22tMoore, Douglas," The Macmillan Encyclopedia of Music

and Musicians (New York, T938TT.

3 Moore, Douglas," Who's Who in Music and Musicianst
International Directory (New Yok, T~62)
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Cincinnati Conservatory in 1946 and from the .University of

Rochester in 1947. Other honors bestowed upon him include a

Guggenheim Fellowship in 1934 and election to the presidency

of the National Institute of Arts and Letters in 1946. Al-

though an organist, he has written only rarely for the instru-

ment. Rather, his works may be found in the fields of opera,

operetta, orchestral, chamber ensembles and choral writing*

The orchestral work Four Museum Pieces (1)22) was originally

wr itten for organ, however.

Gardner Read

The American composer, Gardner Read, was born in Evans-

ton, Illinois, on January 2, 1913.456After attending

Northwestern University, he transferred to the Eastman School

of Music, receiving the Bachelor of Music and Master of Music

degrees in 1936 and 19337, respectively. His principal teachers

were Paul White, Bernard Rogers and Howard Hanson. As a result

of being awarded the Cromwell Traveling Fellowship in 1938,

Read went to Europe and studied composition with Pizzetti in

Rome and Sibelius in Finland. Upon returning to the United

States, he studied with Aaron Copland at the Berkshire Music

Center. Prior to his appointment as composer-in-residence

24
"Read, Gardner," Bakerts Biographical Dictionar2 of

Musicians, 5th ed. (New York,-1950)~
251

"Read, Gardner," The International Cyclopedia of Music
and Musicians, 8th ed. (New York, 195b).~

26
"Read, Gardner," Who's Who in Music and Musicianst

International Directory (New York,1962)
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and professor of composition at Boston University in 1948,

Read taught at the St. Louis Institute of Music (1941-1943),

at the Kansas City Conservatory of Music (1943-1945) and at

the Cleveland Institute of Music (1945-1948). His compo-

sitions have brought him many honors; in 1937 he was awarded

the first prize in the American orchestral contest promoted

by the Philharmonic Symphony Society in New York for the

Symphony number 1, opus 30, and in 1943, his second symphony

gained him first prize in the Paderewski Fund Competition.

With more than 100 opus numbers, his work has been in almost

every genre but opera. Read's compositions for the organ in-

clude De Profundis opus 71, Suite for Organ opus 81 and

Meditation on Jesu Meine Freude.

Humphrey Searle

Humphrey Searle, English composer and writer on music,

was born in Oxford on August 26, 1915.2728 On a scholarship

at Oxford University between the years 1933 to 1937, he was a

student of classical literature. While at the Royal College

of Music n London, Searle studied with Gordon Jacob, R. 0.

Morris and John Ireland. In 1937, he went to the Vienna

Conservatory and s tudied privately with Anton von Webern.

7Searle, Humphrey," Grove's Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, 5th ed. (New York, 1955

8 "Searle, Humphrey," Baker's Biographical Dictionar
of Musicians, 5th ed. (New Yor,77 1957).
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On returning to England in 1938, he joined the music staff

of the Britisl Broadcasting Company as a program producer.

Beginning in 1948, Searle worked free lance until he became

musical adviser to the Sadler Wells Ballet in 1951. Follow.

ing the war he became active in musical organizations promot-

ing modern music. In 1947 he was elected General Secretary

of the International Society for Contemporary Music, and in

1950 he, became honorary secretary of the newly formed Liszt

Society, having played a considerable part in its foundation.

Beginning with the Intermezzo for eleven instruments, opus 8

(1946), all his works have been written in the 12-tone method.

Searle has contributed works to almost every genre of compo..,

sition. The Passacaglietta in nomine A. Schoenberg for string

quartet (1,49) is another example of his use of the basso

ostinato form.

LeoSowerby

Leo Sowerby was born in Grand Rapids, Michigan, on

May 1, 1895.29,30,31 In 1909, he was sent to the American

Conservatory in Chicago where he studied piano with Calvin

Lampert and theory with Arthus Olaf Anderson. His debut as

a concert pianist was made in 1917, at the Norfolk Festival,

29
"Sower by, Leo," Bakerts Biographical Dictionary of

Music ians, 5th ed. (New York, 195b).~

30
3. C. Colles, "Sowerby, Leo," Groves Dictionary of

Misic and Musicians, 5th ed. (New York, 1953). ~~

31"owerby, Leo," Who's Who in Music and Musicians
International Directory New York,~19).
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a-fter which he concertized in recitals and as a soloist with

symphony orchestras. After serving as a bandmaster during the

f irst World War, Sowerby won the first American Prix de Rome

in 1921, the first ever awarded in composition. As a result

he spent the following three years studying at the American

Academy in Rome. On his return in 1925, he was appointed

teacher of composition at the American Conservatory in Chicago

and organist at St. James's Episcopal Church in 1927. In

1934, the composer was awarded an honorary degree of Mus. D.

from the University of Rochester. Sowerby has been the re-

cipient of many awards; in 1945 he was awarded the Pulitzer

Prize for Music for his Canticle of the Sun and membership

in the American Institute of Arts and Letters. The composer

has produced many works in the fields of choral, chamber en-

sembles , and orchestral writing. Among his numerous organ

compose it ions the Organ Concerto in Q, 1937, the Classic

Concerto for organ and string orchestra, 1944, Symphony, 1930,

a Suite, 1933 and Whimsical Variations may be mentioned in

adc ition to works based on hymn tunes. In 1962, he went

to Washington, D. C. as director of the newly formed College

of Church Musicians.
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Healey Willan

Healey Willan was born in Bahlam (Surrey), England, on

October 12, 188o.32,33,34,35 Following study at St. Saviourts

Choir School, Eastbourne, he held the position as organist of

various London churches before coming to Canada as head of

the theory department at the Royal Conservatory in Toronto

and organist at St. Paults Anglican Church. In addition to

his duties at the Conservatory, where he became vice principal

in 1920, he was appointed lecturer and examiner at the Uni-

versity of Toronto in 1914. In 1921, he became organist and

choirmaster at St. Mary Magdalene Church and was appointed

organist at the UniversityT of Toronto in 1932. Willan retired

from the University of Toronto in 1950 after being made pro-

fessor of music in 1937. He also holds the Mus. Doc. from the

University. As a result of his interest in the revival of

plainsong, dating from an association with the London Gregorian

Society before leaving London, Willan has become an authority

on plainsong, Gregorian Chant and music of the Eastern Church.

In addition he was the founder and conductor of the Tudor

32 "Willan, Healey," Grovets Dictionary of Music and
Mus icians, 5th ed. (New York, 195.~~~

"Willan, Healey," Baker's Bio raphical Dictionary of
Musicians, 5th ed. (New York, 195 ).

34 "Willan, Healey," The International Cyclopedia of
Music and Musicians, 8th ed. (New York, 195b).

35 "Willan, Healey," The Diapason, XLI (November, 1950),
1-2.
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Singers between 1934 and 1939, a choral group devoted to the

reviva of early English song. He was elected president of

the Canadian College of Organists for the years 1922-1923

and 1933-1935 and was president of the Authors and Composers

A association of Canada in 1933. Although the greater majority

of his over 250 published works fall in the category of

servIce music, he has produced works for other genre including

orchestral, concerto and opera. Among his larger organ works

a Prelude and ug in C minor, Prelude and u in B minor,

and Epilogue may be cited.

Searle Wright

Searle Wright was born in Susquehanna, Pennsylvania in

118, and attended Columbia University. 6 Fe studied

organ with Dr. T. Tertius Noble and Joseph Bonnet and theory

and composition under Otto Luening and Dr. Frederick Schlieder.

In 1944, Wright became organist at the Chapel of the Incarna-

tion, and in 1952 he was appointed organist and chorimaster of

St. Paults Chapel at Columbia University. Fe is also on the

faculty of the School of Sacred Music of Union Theological

Seminary and in 1942, became a Fellow of the American Guild

"Searle Wright," The American Organist, XXXIII (March,
1950), 109.

"Searle Vright," The Diapason, XLIII (November, 1952), 1.

38Clark Angel, "Concert for Organ and Brasses," The
American Organist, XLIII (August, 1960), 22-23.



of Organists, serving as the organizations national secre-

tary. In 1954, Wright was as'ed to give a recital in West-

minster Abbey, becoming the first American to do so; he gave

a second recital there in 1955. His choral compositions in-

clude several anthems, a communion service and the Easter

Cantata, jThe Green Blade Riseth (1953). Among his organ

works the Fanta on Wareham for organ, trumpets and timpani,

and the Concerto for organ and brasses (1960) may be mentioned.

The firal movement of the previous worK is also a passacaglia.



Themes from the Twentieth Century Examples

Richard Arnell, Chacor ne from the Second Organ Sonata,

Brian Brockless, Chaconne from the Prelude, Toccata
and Chaeonne.

Roland Diggle, Passacaglia from the Passacaglia and

Herbert Frederick Ellingford, Passacaglia from the
Moto Continuo and Passacaglia
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Alan Gray, Passacaglia from the Introduction and
Passaeaglia.

Robert Groves, PassacaElia from
Passacaglia.

the Introduction and

Phlip James, Passacaglia on a Cambrian Bass.

Ellis B. Kohs, Passacaglia.
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Craig Sellar Lang, Passacaglia from the Introduction
and Passacalia in A Minor.

Douglas Moore, Dig (,assaca lia).

Gardner Read, Passacaglia from the Passacaglia and
Fu ue in D Minor.

Humphrey Searle, Passacaglia from the Toccata alla
Ilas sac agE.lia .

a 1 6-0- I



AM~

Leo Sowerby, Chac ony from the Canon, Chacony and Fugue.

Leo Sowerby, Passacaglia from the SMphony in G Major.

healey Willan, Passacaglia from the Introduction,
sac agia ad Fugue.

Healey Willan, Passagia from the PassaIcgia and
Fugue No,. 2.~
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Searle Wright, Passacaglia from the Introduction,
Passacaglia and Fugue.
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